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ABSTRACT

The May 18, 1980 eruption of Mt . St . Helens and subsequent vol-

canic events inundated the upper 18 km of the North Fork Toutle Rive r

valley with a large (2 .5 x 109m3 ) debris avalanche and severa l

smaller pyroclastic flows and mudflows . The resultant hydrologi c

disruptions included displacement of the Spirit Lake basin and subse-

quent blockage of the lake at an elevation more than 60 m higher tha n

its pre-eruption level ; blockage of the major tributaries of the

North Fork Toutle River resulting in new lake impoundments ; and im-

placement of a large hummocky debris avalanche deposit wit h. numerous

detention basins in the valley bottom . Additionally, the initial de-

watering of the debris avalanche caused a fluid mudflow (12 x 10 6m3 )

that flooded along the lower Toutle and Cowlitz River valleys .

This project provided aerial surveillance, mapping and evalua-

tion of the hydrologic conditions in the upper reaches of the Nort h

Fork Toutle River valley from October 1981 until January 1983 . Th e

purpose of the work was to assess the rate and mode of erosional an d

depositional development, and evaluate the potential for the occur-

rence of castastrophic events . During this period, major drainag e

network development occurred, and geomorphic trends of this evolu-

tionary development were studied . A series of detailed hydrologi c

status maps were produced at a scale of 1 :24,000 to depict the sur-

face channel networks, major detention basins, and the location o f

mass movement areas and fluvial terraces .

A total of six interpretative maps were produced . The date of

the first map was 13 October 1981 . The dates selected for the subse-

quent maps were 24 November 1981, 11 and 16 December 1981, 0 6

February 1982, 05 March 1982, and 13 October 1982 . These maps were

specifically designed to illustrate the location, pattern, and den-

sity of fluvial and geomorphic features such that the maps could b e

examined either individually or through comparative analyses of tw o

or more maps .
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Examination of the maps reveals that significant hydrographi c

changes occurred following each storm event . The development and

headward migration of gullies and streams progressed rapidly through -

out the study area during the winter observation period (Novembe r

1981 to March 1982) . Numerous outbreaks of ponds and lakes occurre d

within this time frame . Along the main stem of the North Fork Toutl e

River, a change from aggradational to degradational processes occur -

red during the summer months of 1982 . Individual segments of th e

channel, however, appeared to defy this broad generalization as sec-

tions of the channnel responded to mass movement occurrences, rate o f

discharge and erosional/depositional patterns . The most significant

changes affecting the evolution of the drainage network occurred i n

February 1982 . A series of high-intensity, long-duration storm

events culminated on 20 February with the inundation of Jackson Lake ,

a resulting flood surge downriver, and the failure of the spillwa y

located on the northern sediment retention dam .

The information provided by this project has yielded not only a

visual assessment of the various temporal and spatial changes tha t

can occur within a relatively short period of time, but an indicatio n

of the rates by which a pristine channel network can evolve . As

such, the map products have provided valuable insights to plannin g

and management officials concerned with the rates of landform chang e

as well as the potential for future hydrologic hazards .



FOREWORD

The Water Resources Research Institute, located on the Oregon

State University campus, serves the State of Oregon . The Institute

fosters, encourages and facilitates water resources research an d

education involving all aspects of the quality and quantity 'of wate r

available for beneficial use . The Institute administers and coordi-

nates statewide and regional programs of multidisciplinary researc h

in water and related land resources . The Institute provides a neces-

sary communications and coordination link between the agencies o f

local, state and federal government, as well as the private sector ,

and the broad research community at universities in the state o n

matters of water-related research . The Institute also coordinates

the inter-disciplinary program of graduate education in water re -

sources at Oregon State University .

It is Institute policy to make available the results of signifi-

cant water-related research conducted in Oregon's universities an d

colleges . The Institute neither endorses nor rejects the findings of

the authors of such research . It does recommend careful considera-

tion of the accumulated facts by those concerned with the solution o f

water-related problems .
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EVOLUTION OF A DRAINAGE NETWORK :
REMOTE SENSING ANALYSIS OF THE NORTH FORK TOUTLE RIVER ,

MOUNT ST . HELENS, WASHINGTON

1 . INTRODUCTION

Initial Justification

On May 18, 1980, Mt . St . Helens erupted explosively, blasting

away the north flank of the mountain and clogging the North For k

Toutle River headwaters with an enormous debris avalanche . Thi s

debris avalanche, or hummocky lahar, filled the upper 18 km (11 mi )

of the valley with an estimated 2 .5 billion cubic meters of rock ,

ice, and organic debris . Spirit Lake was unundated by one lobe o f

the debris avalanche and its level was raised by approximately 60 m

(200 ft) . Within hours, entrained groundwater and melting ice liq-

uified a portion of the fines on the surface of the debris avalanch e

and caused a major mudflow which yielded almost 12 million cubi c

meters of material to the lower Toutle and Cowlitz valleys . Consid-

erable property damage in the valleys ensued in the process . Th e

main valley lobe dammed several of the major tributary streams, caus-

ing lakes to form at the junctions of Coldwater, Castle, and Jackso n

Creeks . These lakes were filled quickly by runoff from rainfal l

producing storm events . As the channels along the lateral margins o f

the main lobe eroded, the new impounded lakes threatened to breac h

and cause extensive outburst . flooding . In addition to these poten-

tial problems, rapid fluvial erosion of the main lobe was causin g

extensive sediment management problems downstream . As a result of

these rapid developments, the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers embarke d

on a multifaceted sediment management plan along the lower Toutle an d

Cowlitz valleys, which included dredging, channel enlargement, leve e

construction, and the erection of two sediment retaining structure s

(U .S . Army Corps of Engineers, 1981a and 1981b) .



Even as these corrective measures were being implemented ,

further modifications and physical adjustments to the impacted

terrain surface continued to take place . For example, in December

1980 warm rains melted the snow accumulated higher in the basin an d

caused several small ponds and lakes to outburst . The cumulativ e

effect yielded a flow event which rapidly eroded through the spillway

of the sediment retaining structure that had been built across th e

upper North Fork Toutle River, and caused additional damage to th e

valley below . By the end of 1980, erosion had removed over 3 0

million cubic meters of sediment from the surface of the debri s

avalanche, mainly through the extension of the channel network . The

rate at which the network was enlarging suggested that annua l

sediment yields of 20 to 40 million cubic meters should be expecte d

until the basin reaches hydrologic equilibrium . Additionally, the

major lakes produced by the avalanche blockage were approaching

critical elevations and threatening to breach into the drainag e

network .

These rapidly changing hydrologic characteristics suggested th e

desirability of establishing a program to monitor the progressiv e

changes . Hence, this mapping program was initiated . Through the

facilities of the Geography Department at Oregon State University ,

maps were prepared from a variety of aerial photographic sources, and

reproduced for distribution to concerned agencies and institutions .

Potential Downstream Effect s

Of immediate concern to all management and relief agencies wa s

the potential for renewed mudflows or catastrophic flooding resultin g

from either meteorologic, volcanic, or depression outburst events ; or

more likely, a combination of the above causes . Agency program s

focused upon climate and snowpack monitoring as well as volcani c
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hazard prediction, while this project concentrated upon the hydrolog-

ic routing of potential flood waters in the upper reaches of th e

North Fork Toutle River .

The following chapters of this report focus upon the identifica-

tion of problem areas and observed hydro-morphologic changes withi n

the study area . However, because of the major threat to downstream

reaches, it must be recognized that the results of this investigation

can also be interpreted with regard to potential downstream

effects . Three potentially critical downstream conditions were envi-

sioned during the initial research design :

1 . rapid increases in discharge from the headwater areas coul d

result in overbank flows along the lower Toutle and Cowlit z

valleys ;

2) viscous mudflow events could cause channel blockage and upo n

breakup of the blockage, subsequent flash flooding along the

Toutle valley ; an d

3) fluid mudflow events could cause rapid channel sedimentation

as far as the Columbia River navigation channel, and a con-

siderable loss of channel capacity along the lower Toutl e

and Cowlitz River valleys .

Estimates of cumulative flood losses by inundation and floodway

destruction were prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agenc y

and the U .S . Geological Survey Water Resources Division . Additional-

ly, constriction and siltation of the Columbia River navigation chan-

nel was studied by the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers . The total cost

of potential downstream hazards exceeded one billion dollars . There-

fore, an analysis of the hydrodynamic trends and tendencies of th e

erosional developments in the upper reaches of the North Fork Toutl e

River basin has significant implications with regard to the type an d

magnitude of potential downstream impacts . The nature, scale, de -

tail, and timing of data produced by this study were designed to mee t

some of these anticipated needs .

3



2 . STUDY AREA

Selection of the Study Area Boundary

When this project was initiated, selection of the study are a

boundary went through a sequence of developmental stages . The pur-

pose of the project was to illustrate the successional changes o f

hydrologically related features in the impacted area of the uppe r

North Fork Toutle River drainage basin resulting from the 18 May 198 0

eruption of Mount St . Helens . Several factors were considered i n

determining the final study area boundary . Areas that were consid-

ered important for inclusion were :

1) the impact area between Mount St . Helens and Spirit Lake ;

2) the upper watershed area immediately northwest of the vol-

canic crater ;

3) the Castle Lake, Coldwater Lake, and Jackson Lake impound-

ment areas ;

4) the South Coldwater Creek drainage system ;

5) the main valley channel area of the North Fork Toutle River ;

and

6) the retention dam area immediately down-valley from th e

leading edge of the May 18th debris avalanche .

The study area boundary line finally selected was based on al l

of the above factors . For the most part, contour lines were used t o

approximate natural watershed boundary limits . In the western two-

thirds of the study area, from a line drawn between Coldwater Lak e

and Castle Lake, the boundary line extended upslope one to two hun-

dred meters from the impact zone . Thus, all the small lakes and

small tributary streams formed or modified following the debris ava-

lanche event were included . Contour lines were also used in th e

5



upper one-third of the North Fork Toutle River such that, whereve r

feasible, a natural watershed boundary line was used ; including the

crest rim of the newly created Mount St . Helens crater . A dashed

line was used to truncate Coldwater Lake and Spirit Lake since th e

most important areas of concern were the actual or potential lak e

outlet points . Finally, in completing the delineation of the study

area boundary an arbitrary north-south line was drawn along th e

122°30'W longitude line approximately 2 .3 km (1 .5 mi) west and

immediately down-river from the sediment retention dams that had bee n

constructed by the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers in the fall of 1980

(see interpretative maps, Appendix I) .

Location and Description of the Study Are a

The upper North Fork Toutle River study area is located i n

southwestern Washington approximately 75 km (47 mi) north-northeas t

of Vancouver, Washingi :on•(Fig . 1) . Using a sonic digitizer, the

total areal coverage of the project was computed to be 140 km 2 (5 4

mi 2 ) . The basic orientation of the study area is WNW-ESE, with th e

width ranging from 1 .7 km (1 .1 mi) near Elk Rock at its narrowes t

point, to a maximum width of 12 .0 km (7 .5 mi) extending along a lin e

between the South Coldwater Creek drainage system east of Coldwate r

Lake to the southern rim of the Mount St . Helens crater . The mapping

area has an approximate length of 29 .5 km (18 .3 mi) . Elevations vary

from 2,549 m (8,364 ft) at the crater rim, to 310 m (1,015 ft) at th e

western boundary line .
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Figure 1 . Geographic location of the North Fork Toutle River study
area in southwestern Washington . (Adopted from Lipman and
Mullineaux, 1981) .
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Environmental Factors

Climate

The climate of the study area is influenced by the barrier ef-

fects produced by the north-south orientation of the Cascade Range .

The mountain range blocks or greatly modifies the westerly winds o f

marine air masses moving inland from the Pacific Ocean, and the east-

erly winds of continental air masses originating in the polar region s

of Canada . Precipitation and temperature regimes are generally typi-

cal of a maritime climate associated with wet, relatively mild win-

ters and dry, cool summers .

Mean annual precipitation ranges from approximately 2,030 mm (8 0

in) near the retention dams to over 3,550 mm (140 in) on the uppe r

slopes of Mount St . Helens . The wet season begins in the fall ,

reaches a peak during the winter months (November-January), and the n

gradually decreases through spring . About 75 percent of the annua l

precipitation falls during the period October through March . Jul y

and August rainfall normally accounts for less than five percent o f

the annual precipitation (U .S . Forest Service, 1981) .

Much of the annual precipitation in the study area occurs a s

snow . Snowpack increases with elevation such that the greatest a -

mounts and longest duration periods occur above an elevation of

760 m (2,500 ft) . The snow water content (i .e ., water equivalency )

ranges from 230 mm to 380 mm (9 in to 15 in) . Under the treeless ,

post-eruptive conditions, snowpacks have generally had faster mel t

rates in the spring due to the almost total exposure to direct sola r

radiation . The presence of dense snowpacks has, in the past, contri-

buted to the occassional occurrence of mudflows emanating from th e

crater or from the flanks of the volcano .
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Below freezing temperatures occur on most nights between lat e

October and early May . Temperature extremes, especially diurna l

fluctuations, have probably been more severe because of the treeless ,

post-eruptive conditions . The climatically controlled activity o f

diurnal freeze-thaw events can therefore be viewed as one of th e

major erosional processes contributing to the downslope movement o f

sediment and the prevention of seedling establishment within th e

study area .

Hydrology

The eruptive events of Mount St . Helens have significantly al- .

tered the hydrologic regime of the study area . Streams of the upper

North Fork Toutle River drainage system are rapidly readjusting t o

the changes caused by the almost total devastation of all vegetativ e

cover ; especially to the now non-existent riparian cover . New

channels have formed on the mudflow, debris flow, debris avalanche ,

and pyroclastic deposits . Hydrological modifications and adjustment s

have included -the headward migration of gullies, stream capture, lak e

breaching, channel course changes, and extensive areas of channe l

braiding . These and other erosional and depositional processes can

be expected to continue for decades until the channels readjust t o

the pre-eruption dynamic equilibrium status .

Severe bank and channel erosion can be expected to occur durin g

the winter runoff season as flood waters erode and widen stream chan-

nels or create new channels around sites of debris concentrations ,

sediment accumulations, or man-made structures . The historic record

shows that most of the peak flows occur between late November an d

early January during major rain-on-snow storm events . According to

the Mount St . Helens Emergency Watershed Rehabilitation Report, mor e

than 85 percent of the sediment yield will be from channel and gull y

9



erosion processes during these critical winter months . The principa l

streams in the study area contributing to the growth, development ,

and sediment build-up of the North Fork Toutle River include :

Coldwater, South Coldwater, Castle, Jackson, Maratta, Bear ,

Hoffstadt, and Deer Creeks .

In addition to the dramatic changes to the drainage systems ,

equally impressive changes have taken place with regard to the crea-

tion, maintenance, and destruction of lakes . As a direct result of

the collapse of the north flank of the volcano, the water level o f

Spirit Lake was instantly raised by approximately 60 m (200 ft) . The

water level of Spirit Lake has continued to rise during the post -

eruptive phase due to the blockage of its pre-eruptive drainage out -

let . The Spirit Lake watershed is now a closed drainage basin .

The flow of debris and pyroclastic material down the North For k

Toutle River valley resulted in the formation of numerous new lake s

and ponds . Two of these new lakes, Castle and Coldwater, have large

inflow potentials but limited storage capacities . To prevent possi-

ble failure of these natural impoundments, the U .S . Army Corps of

Engineers breached the lakes with spillways installed below the nat-

ural overtop elevations . Jackson Lake, at one time the fourt h

largest lake in the study area, was breached and almost totall y

drained in February 1982 . This event was the direct result of th e

river undercutting a narrow debris blockage structure that had hel d

back the water draining the Jackson Creek watershed . Dramati c

changes and modifications such as these can be expected to continu e

into the near future, including the possible failure of the Spiri t

Lake debris dam blockage and a resulting catastrophic flood .
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Topography

The topography of the study area is typical of the Middl e

Cascade mountain range found in western Washington and Oregon . The

platform upon which the younger volcanic cones rise, composed mainl y

of andesitic la'as and pyroclastic materials, is dominated by a n

uplifted accumulation of weathered basaltic flows . Much of the study

area is characterized by ridge crests, separated by deep valleys wit h

steep, moderately dissected sideslopes .

During the Pleistocene, mountain glaciers formed on Mount St .

Helens and extended down the valleys for several kilometers . Al -

though glacial features are in evidence, such as the U-shaped valle y

of upper Clearwater Creek and newly exposed morainal deposits, the y

do not constitute a pronounced set of features on the landscape .

This evidence, coupled with the geologic record of frequent volcani c

eruptions in the past 1,000 years (Crandell and Mullineaux, 1978) ,

suggests that through the Pleistocene and Holocene periods modifica-

tions of the landforms by glacial erosion were either altered o r

buried as a result of frequent volcanic activity . A few alpine glac-

iers are still present on the upper slopes of Mount St . Helens, al -

though the original source areas for most of these glaciers wer e

removed during the catastrophic eruption of 1980 .

The explosive eruption resulted in major landform changes no t

only to the shape of the mountain but to the surrounding terrain a s

well . Most of the topographic changes occurred to the area north of

the mountain . The summit elevation of Mount St . Helens was lowered

from 2,950 m (9,677 ft) to 2,549 m (8,364 ft), and a new crater ,

breached open to the north was formed (Lipman and Mullineaux, 1981 ,

p . 134) . Pyroclastic flow deposits now descend approximately 670 m

(2,200 ft) from the crater floor to the broad, generally level pumic e

plain below . Inside the crater, a composite dacite dome has emerged

from the volcanic vent and continues to grow with each new eruptiv e

event .
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The effects down-valley were no less dramatic . The massive

debris avalanche and mudflow that followed the eruption raised th e

base level of the valley floor, dammed major tributaries, and create d

many new lakes . In other regions of the study area, instead of bein g

destroyed, modified, or buried, topographic features such as roc k

outcrops and adjacent stream valleys long hidden by a dense fir for-

est cover were suddenly exposed to view and scientific examination .

In short, rapid and dramatic changes to the assemblage of topographi c

features associated with the Mount St . Helens environment have becom e

the norm rather than the exception .

Geology and Geomorphology

Volcanic activity has dominated the bedrock development an d

geomorphic processes within the study area for thousands of years .

Together, both endogenic and exogenic processes have left an indel-

ible record on the landscape . Ancestral Mount St . Helens has pro-

duced numerous explosive eruptions as evidenced by outcrops of pumic e

layers, pyroclastic flow deposits, and mudflow deposits (Crandell an d

Mullineaux, 1978) . However, the unprecedented and catastrophic fail-

ure of the northern flank on May 18, 1980, resulted in one of th e

largest mass movements in recorded history (Lipman and Mullineaux ,

1981, p . 344) .

Mount St . Helens is one of 15 major stratovolcanoes locate d

within the physiographic province of the Cascade Range . Geologic and

geomorphic evidence suggests that the mountain is one of the young-

est, most active, and compositionally one of the most diverse o f

these major volcanoes . The level of volcanic activity appears to b e

tied to plate tectonics and is governed by the rate at which the Jua n

de Fuca plate is plunging under the North American plate at the sub-

duction zone located off the Washington coast (Decker and Decker ,

1981, p . 71 ; Lipman and Mullineaux, 1981, p . 120) .
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Preceded by a swarm of shallow earthquakes in March 1980, th e

volcano came to life following a dormant period that had lasted sinc e

1857 . As the level of seismic activity continued, tiltmeter measure-

ments revealed the development of a summit graben (zone of downfault-

ing across the summit) accompanied by a bulge (uplift and expansion )

on the high north flank of the mountain . At 8 :32 PDT on May 18 ,

1980, a 5+ magnitude earthquake centered below the northern flank se t

into motion the devastating rockslide-debris avalanche in which 2 .5-3

cubic kilometers of volcanic rock and glacier ice was displaced 25 k m

(15 mi) from the source area (Lipman and Mullineaux, 1981) . The

gravitational slide cascaded rapidly down the slope of the mountai n

before impacting Spirit Lake and moving into the North Fork Toutl e

River drainage system . Pyroclastic flow deposits in the upper hal f

of the study area range from sheet-like masses to narrow, elongate d

tongues and lobes . Interspersed throughout this area are phreatic-

explosion pits . These craters formed when hot pyroclastic flows an d

debris flows covered water in streams, ponds, and springs . Whenever

and wherever water flashed to steam, an upward-directed explosion wa s

produced .

Destructive lahars (mudflows) and debris flows commonly accom-

pany pyroclastic eruptions on stratovolcanoes . The most voluminou s

lahar/debris flow originated by slumping and flowage of water-satur-

ated hummocky deposits of the rockslide-debris avalanche in the uppe r

North Fork Toutle River valley . West of the pyroclastic flow depos-

its, the U .S . Geological Survey has identified and mapped three prin-

cipal depositional units (Lipman and Mullineaux, 1981) . From the

Pumice Plain to approximately Castle Lake, the "North Toutle" unit ,

designated (dn), consists of irregular hummocky debris and close d

depressions, typically 20-70 m (65-230 ft) thick . This unit init-

ially contained large blocks of glacier ice that have subsequentl y

melted . Marginal levees are as high as 30 m (100 ft) .

The next unit stretches from the Castle-Coldwater Lake area to

approximately 1 .6 km (1 mi) east-southeast of the present retentio n
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dams . This "Mudflow" unit (dmf) is characterized by thin discontin-

uous mudflow deposits on the surface of the debris avalanche (dn) .

At the distal terminous of this unit, there are jumbled masses of

wood debris incorporated into a matrix of organic rich soil . It i s

at this point that the true lahar emerged . The "Mudflow Deposits "

unit (mf) extends beyond the western boundary of the study area .

This unit was characterized by rapid movement, a higher water conten t

ratio to the flow, and the commencement of a series of branching an d

coalescing channel networks in which numerous islands were left unaf-

fected by the mudflow surge .

Upon this devastated, post-eruptive stage, a myriad of comple x

and interrelated geomorphic processes immediately began operating t o

further modify these landform features . For example, slope instabil-

ity remains a major problem in the study area, especially in th e

upper reaches above the Elk Rock narrows . Various mass wasting pro-

cesses have led to the downslope movement of debris material . Thi s

eroded and displaced material frequently impacts evolving drainag e

networks . These persistent and reoccurring types of mass movemen t

have included ; debris avalanches and debris flows, slump/earthflows ,

mudflows emanating from the crater or from the flanks of the moun-

tain, and cutback and fillslope failures along existing or newl y

constructed roads . By far the most important mass wasting process ,

in terms of channel evolution and direct sediment production input t o

streams and rivers, is from bank failures caused by channel under -

cutting and/or groundwater sapping . The streams and rivers mus t

continuously adjust to these massive inputs of sediment and debris .

The capacity of the streams and rivers to remove the material can

influence the rate of future fluvial erosion and mass movemen t

events .

One of the most serious and pressing problems within the stud y

area concerns our understanding of fluvial geomorphic processes .

Hydrologic conditions are changing almost daily . Channel modifica-

tions involving aggradational and degradational processes ostensivel y

14



appear to defy explanation . What is apparent is that within th e

upper North Fork Toutle River watershed, there is an annual sedimen t

production cycle that is closely tied to periods of peak runoff . The

greatest amount of erosion and sediment transport takes place follow-

ing rainfall from winter storm events and during the spring snowmel t

period . The magnitude and frequency of mass movement and fluvia l

erosional processes can be expected to continue at comparatively hig h

levels for many more years, till such time that vegetation cover onc e

again begins to help stabilize the area .

Vegetation

Except for a few acres of vegetative cover located in the vicin-

ity of the retention dams and along the side-slopes of the wester n

study area boundary, all of the vegetation was destroyed by the vari-

ous eruption processes . Douglas fir had been the predominant species

found below 1,065 m (3,500 ft) elevation . This area of the Western

Cascades is generally characteristic of the western hemlock zone i n

which western hemlock and western red cedar are considered to be the

climax species (Franklin and Dyrness, 1973) . While hardwoods did not

represent a significant percentage of the total vegetative cover ,

alder, maple, willow, and cottonwood had been present along the bank s

of the larger streams .

As part of a watershed rehabilitation project, grass seeding an d

fertilizing was begun in the fall of 1980 . Approximately 4,915 h a

(12,150 ac) of impacted State and private lands were grass seeded an d

fertilized in the North Fork Toutle River drainage, including por-

tions of the study area, by the U .S . Soil Conservation Servic e

(SCS) . The efforts have been met with only limited success . An

evaluation by SCS in May, 1981 showed that only about 15 percent o f
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the seeded area had grass cover . The flight lines flown by the heli-

copters during this seeding project appear as linear bands on low -

altitude air photos . These distinctively darker bands indicate wher e

the vegetation cover has begun to take hold within the floodplain .

Revegetation of riparian zones and side-slopes have been planned fo r

the future .

Natural pioneer species have already begun the slow but inexor-

able process of reoccupying the devastated area . Successional pat -

terns can only be estimated, however . Vegetation re-estabishmen t

will probably follow the grass, forb, shrub, deciduous tree, conife r

tree sequence depending upon the site conditions, amount of surficia l

erosion and mass wasting processes taking place, and interventions b y

man . The establishment of trees will depend especially on site lo-

cations that are protected from unstable or adverse environmenta l

elements . Once established, vegetation will then probably radiate

outward from these source areas . Some areas can, nevertheless, be

expected to remain barren and non-productive for a considerable per-

iod of time .

Cultural Feature s

Although the study area has had only a few direct impacts by ma n

since the May 18th eruption in 1980, several construction project s

operate to change the hydro-morphologic processes at work within th e

study area . Several of the effects resulting from human interventio n

will be discussed later in the "Major Observations" section of thi s

report . Discussion here will be limited to describing the principa l

cultural activities and resulting features that have in some wa y

modified the configuration of the post-eruption landscape .
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Until the summer of 1982, the only road in operation within th e

river valley was from the retention dam area along the western bound-

ary line to approximately 122 022 .5'W longitude (1 .5 km west of El k

Rock) . This road was built and used primarily by the U .S . Army Corp s

of Engineers in constructing the debris/sediment retention structure s

(designated DRS N-1) across the North Fork Toutle River immediatel y

below the western most extension of the debris avalanche . A visitor

parking area and viewing facility has subsequently been establishe d

at the base of the hill separating the two retention dam struc-

tures . During the late summer and early fall of 1982, a road was

constructed that entered the study area from the east, then crosse d

the pumice plain to its termination point located atop the debri s

blockage of Spirit Lake . This temporary road (formerly USFS Roa d

100) was constructed to allow access of heavy equipment and supplie s

used by the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers to pump water from Spiri t

Lake . The location of these two roads appear on the 12 October 1982

map (see Appendix I) . There is currently no direct access by road t o

Spirit Lake and the upper North Fork Toutle River debris avalanch e

from the Elk Rock area (approximately 122°22 .5'W longitude) .

Besides the two roads presently located within the river valley ,

and a few temporary roads constructed along the upslope margins o f

the study area by logging companies to salvage downed timber, th e

principal long-term modifications to the drainage system and the ne w

landform assemblage have been made by the U .S . Army Corps of

Engineers . The retention dams near the western boundary line wer e

constructed to trap sediment in transport and thereby retard sedimen t

buildup further downriver in the Toutle, Cowlitz, and Columbia Rive r

drainage systems . The pumping station and excavated trench locate d

near the southwest corner of Spirit Lake were built in an effort t o

help lower the rapidly rising lake level (and thereby relieve th e

hydraulic pressure building on the tenuously empounded debris dam) ,

as well as to prevent the possible collapse of the blockage area du e

to either piping or lake over-topping .
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The final comment regarding cultural features concerns futur e

modifications that are likely to occur within the study area . Since

the establishment of the blast-area as the Mount St . Helens Nationa l

Volcanic Monument, planning has been underway by the U .S . Forest Ser-

vice, U .S . Geological Survey, and other federal and state agencies t o

provide a permanent visitor center within the impact zone . The pro -

posed facility, replete with access road, parking area, building fo r

displays, and restrooms is to be located at an appropriate locatio n

along Johnston Ridge . In addition, hiking trails, including one t o

Harry's Ridge overlooking and immediately west of Spirit Lake, ar e

also to be constructed .
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3 . METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this remote sensing project was to interpret ,

map, and analyze both the spatial and temporal changes that hav e

occurred to the hydro-morphologic characteristics of the upper Nort h

Fork Toutle River drainage system . In order to accomplish thes e

objectives, the project was divided into three chronological phases

(Table 1) . Phase one consisted principally of planning and organ-

izing the project such that the desired map projects would be pro-

duced in a timely and utilitarian manner . Decisions made and task s

accomplished during this phase included : (1) arrangement for period-

ic flights over the study area for the purpose of air photo acquisi-

tion ; (2) compilation of a base map to be used in delineating th e

interpreted features ; (3) determination of key features to be inter-

preted ; and (4) coordination with organizations who were either in-

terested in receiving copies of the map series, or who would be act-

ing as participants under phase two .

Table 1 . Major Phases of the Remote Sensing Projec t

Phase # Description Date

1 Planning and Organization Sept . - Oct . 1981

2 Interpretative Mapping Oct . 1981 - Dec . 1982

3 Analysis and Preparatio n
of Final Report

Jan . - Apr . 1983

Under phase two, a specified minimum number of sequential step s

were required of the principal investigators and several of the othe r

participants in order to generate the desired map products . A gener-

alized flow diagram of phase two is presented in Figure 2 . Included

in the diagram are each of the major steps required to successfull y

complete an interpretative map, as well as relationship and responsi-

blity of each participant . A summary discussion regarding the method -
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Figure 2 . Generalized Flow Diagram of the Remote Sensing Interpretation ,

Mapping, and Analysis Project .
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ological approach adopted for each of these key procedural steps wil l

be presented in the following sub-sections of the report .

Phase three was designated as a period of review and analysis o f

the completed map products . Under this phase, several months wer e

allocated such that major observations regarding identified hydro -

morphologic changes could be assessed and the final report prepare d

for distribution .

Compilation of the Base Map

Through the efforts of the State Resident Cartographer, Gle n

Ireland, advance sheets from the 7 .5 minute topographic quadrangl e

map series were acquired from the U .S . Geological Survey . Thes e

preliminary draft quadrangles, at a scale of 1 :24,000, were prepare d

by the Topographic Division of the U .S . Geological Survey from

imagery acquired in September 1980 . The following listed quadrangles

formed the basis for the base map that was used throughout the cours e

of this project :

Cougar N E
Elk Rock S E
Elk Rock SW
Mt . St . Helens NW
Spirit Lake SW

The base map was prepared during the months of September an d

October, 1981 . Individual sheets were mosaicked together to form a

composite map of the study area . Determination of the study are a

boundary was discussed with each of the intended map users before th e

base map was prepared .

Once the topographic map sheets were mosaicked together, area s

outside the study area were masked-out on the topographic mylar posi-

tive . In addition to this separate, positive overlay separates were
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then prepared of the study area boundary line and of the title/legen d

lettering . These three permanent separates, coupled with the inked

interpretative map overlay, were then combined in negative form t o

produce the completed composite mylar map later used in ozli d

reproduction .

List of Interpretative Feature s

Included within the planning and organizational phase of thi s

project was the identification of features to be interpreted from th e

acquired imagery . Keeping in mind the limitations imposed by th e

mapping scale, the resolution quality of the imagery, and the purpos e

of the project, the list of features to be interpreted went through a

series of modifications . A variety of features were considered fo r

possible adoption . The list of features finally agreed upon wa s

based on the views of the principal investigators, cooperators, an d

several of the intended users .

The list of features used in producing the first interpretativ e

map did not remain fixed . As new maps were prepared, severa l

refinements and changes were made in an effort to continuousl y

improve the quality of each map product . Table 2 summarizes the

various physical features that were used in completing each of th e

interpretative maps .

Inclusion of these selected physical features served severa l

purposes . First, by identifying the spatial pattern of the feature s

within the study area, a visual summary statement could be made as t o

hydro-morphologic characteristics that existed at the time of imager y

acquisition . Second, by showing the location, pattern, and density

features, identification regarding source areas responsible for majo r

sediment production (i .e ., where in-channel storage of sediment wa s
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Table 2 . Summary of Features Used in Each Interpretative Map .

Categories Used Per Ma p

Map Legend Category

	

10/13/81 11/24/81 12/11 2/6/82 3/5/82 10/13/82
8116/81

Active channels x x x x x x
Inactive channels x x x x x x
Standing water x x x x x x
Floodplain x x x x x x
Terraces x x x x x x
Mass movements x x x x x
Spring x x I

	

x x
Snow cover boundary x
Escarpments/waterfalls x x x
Study area boundary x x x x
Limit of air photo x x x x

coverage

taking place, or areas that were prone to mass movements)Icould b e

inferred . Third, and perhaps most important, when the series of map s

are compared, assessments could be made concerning the rates o f

change per feature or area over time . In short, the evolitionar y

history of the rapidly changing drainage network could be l documented

and inferences from these manifest changes deduced .

The following briefly identifies each of the map legend cate-

gories adopted and used during the course of this project, its cor-

responding mapping symbol, and finally a working, descriptive defini-

tion .

Active channels (-c- )

- Indicates the presence of water flowing in a defined channel .

- Inclusive of all bodies of flowing water ranging in size fro m
gullies to rivers .

- These linear features generally have a dark color tone on th e
imagery, but also appear as shades of gray depending 6pon th e
channel depth and the amount of suspended sediment present in th e
water flow .
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- Synonomous with perennial streams and rivers .

Inactive channels (

	

- ')

- Indicates the presence of a defined channel but without wate r
flow .

- Size of feature is generally restricted to gullies and smal l
streams .

- These linear landform features indicate where channels have bee n
formed, and where water would flow and have flowed during rain -
fall producing storm events, snowmelt, and lake capture .

- Clues used in interpreting these features include : size, pat-
tern, shape, and shadows .

- During those months when snow cover obscurred the surface, espe-
cially at higher elevations, the location of inactive channel s
were either inferred from the patterns present or were not map-
ped .

- These channels are dry for a large part of the year .

- Synonomous with intermittent and ephemeral streams .

Standing water ( f )

- A body of water entirely surrounded by land ; i .e ., an accumula-
tion of water collected in a natural depression on the earth' s
surface .

- A surface outlet may or may not be present .

- No differentiation is made as to size and depth of the standin g
water body .

- Depressions (either moist or dry) in which the water is no longe r
present due to groundwater seepage, piping, or evaporation wer e
not mapped .

- These areal features generally appear black on the imagery, bu t
occassionally as shades of gray depending upon their depth, pre-
sence of suspended sediment, or biological activity .

- Includes all lakes, ponds, pools, and reservoirs located withi n
the study area where surface water is being stored .
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Floodplain ( ;R )

- Region of entrenchment or confinement in which the stream o r
river is shifting back and forth, eroding steep side-wall embank -
ments .

- That portion of the valley which could be covered with water whe n
the stream or river overflows its channel banks during floo d
stage or periods of peak discharge .

- The nearly level land situated on either side of a channel whic h
is subject to overflow flooding and deposition of sediments .

- Included within the floodplain are indicator features such a s
braided channels, terraces, and steep to nearly vertical embank-
ments .

- The symbol used has tick marks on the outside rather than on th e
inside of the solid line because of the number of active channel s
that may be present during periods of high discharge .

Terraces (

	

)

- A shelf or bench, relatively flat and horizontal, sometime s
slightly inclined toward the channel, that lies along the side o f
a valley .

- Generally located within the floodplain, terraces indicate th e
former level of the active channel left standing above the cur -
rent channel due to the degradation or downcutting of the strea m
or river .

- Terraces are bounded above and below by rather abrupt slopes .

- Differentiation as to height above the current active channel an d
type or composition of terrace depositional material were no t
made .

Mass movements

- The downward movement of material on a slope due, in large part ,
to the influence of gravity . Water is usually involved as a
major triggering mechanism, but not as an active transportin g
agent .

- Mapped areas are of recently rapid mass movement occurrences o r
of unstable areas indicative of slow displacement rates .
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- Undifferentiated as to type ; the major mass movement categories
present in the study area include stream bank failures, slump/ -
earthflows, and debris flows . Excluded from this broad categor y
are such process/features as creep, solifluction lobes, talu s
cones, and snow avalanches .

- Indentified by : (1) recently displaced material that accumulate s
in valleys, depressions, and stream channels - light gray in ton e
when compared to the darker tonal characteristic of stable areas ;
(2) large tension cracks--usually crescent-shaped--that are situ-
ated on steep upslope surfaces and ridge fronts ; (3) presence o f
hummocky topography with undrained or poorly drained depressions ;
and (4) changes in tone near the edges of embankments which ma y
indicate moisture differences in the sub-soil .

- The "M" symbol was added to the 06 February 1982 map in order t o
delineate areas too small or narrow for the area symbol .

Spring ( o--' )

- Point source of water seepage issuing naturally out of the earth ;
occurs where the groundwater table intersects the earth surface .

- Preponderance of springs in the study area are located along th e
margins of the debris flow/debris avalanche deposits .

- Springs are most conspicuous and identifiable when snow of on e
meter or less in depth is present to provide a sharp contras t
between snow (white) and spring point of origin (black) .

- Undifferentiated as to being either permanent or intermittent .

Snow cover boundary (T---r)

- Lower limit of snow cover at the time of imagery acquisition .

- Distinguished from bare ground surfaces and water bodies by tona l
differences (white vs . black to shades of gray) .

- This category was used only for the 11 & 16 December 1981 map du e
to the excessive amount of time necessary to delineate snow cove r
areas .

Escarpments/Waterfalls( u )

- Escarpment refers to a steep slope interrupting the general con-
tinuity of the landscape ; i .e ., a significant break in slop e
gradient -a "knickpoint" or "step" .
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- Waterfall refers to a steep, more or less perpendicular descen t

of a stream or river ; i .e ., a point at which the course of a

stream or river is markedly and suddenly interrupted .

- Rapids on streams and rivers were not identified .

- Identification was made principally through analysis of relie f

differences and the extent of shadows .

- Distinction as to the presence or absence of water flow can b e

made using the active and inactive channel symbol were it inter -

sects the escarpment/waterfall symbol .

Study area boundary (mums )

- A 2 mm thick line is used to distinguish the border of the stud y

area and the corresponding extent of topographic (contour) cover -

age .

- The upper extent of the study area (east) generally utilize s

natural watershed boundary lines (e .g ., Mount St . Helens crater) ;

in the lower portion of the study area (west) the boundary lin e

extends upslope several hundred meters from the valley floor-sid e

slope interface .

- Dashed lines extend across Spirit Lake and Coldwater Lake, thu s

truncating and excluding the upper portions of these two wate r

bodies .

Limit of air photo coverage (---)

- This symbol is used to indicate the actual extent of photo cover -

age in the study area for that particular date .

- Orientation of the symbol indicates the flight-line direction o f

the aircraft .

- Because the flights were flown at low altitudes utilizing a larg e

scale photo format, total study area coverage was not complete d

for any flight mission .

Roads (.■-^ )

- At the last moment, the road category was added to the final ma p

dated 12 October 1982 .

- The road symbol was not added to the map legend .
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- Two roads are identified : the main road associated with th e
retention dams and the access road (former USFS Road 100) t o
Spirit Lake .

Low-Altitude, Large-Scale Aerial Photography

Arrangements for monthly flight missions to the study area fo r

the purpose of imagery acquisition was arranged through the Office o f

Operations and Training of the Oregon Army National Guard . Decision s

made prior to the initiation of these flights included : determina-

tion of flight line locations, film type, film filter use, film for -

mat, imagery scale, overflight conditions, and acquisition time s

(Table 3) .

Most of the flights were flown utilizing a KA-76 camera with a

152 mm (6 in) lens . The camera platform for these missions was a

U .S . Army OV-1D Mohawk aircraft . This aircraft has the capability o f

Table 3 . Imagery Requirements and Specifications

Imagery Requirements

	

Specifications

Flight line location

	

(1) Mount St . Helens to Spirit Lake (N-S) .

(2) Spirit Lake to western study are a
boundary ; including coverage of retentio n
dam, Castle Lake, and Coldwater Lake (E-W) .

Film type

	

Panchromatic (Kodak 2443) .

Film filter

	

Minus-blue (yellow) .

Film format

	

115 x 115 mm (4 .5 x 4 .5 in) ; vertical -
simultaneous acquisition with 60% overlap .

Imagery scale

	

Approximately 1 :10,000 ; range 1 :10,000-
1 :20,000 .

Overflight conditions

	

No wind blown dust or cloud obscuration .

Acquisition times

	

1000-1400 local .
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flying at low altitudes under existing cloud coverage or othe r

adverse weather conditions when flights by other aircraft woul d

normally not be possible .

The film type was limited to black and white, panchromatic fil m

in a 115 x 115 mm (4 .5 x 4 .5 in .) format . Vertical negatives wer e

taken with 60 percent overlap in order to provide for stereoscopi c

analysis (i .e ., for viewing in three-dimensional relief) . The image

scale was approximately 1 :10,000, but ranged from this large scal e

format to a smaller scale of 1 :20,000 depending upon the flight alti-

tude and/or camera lens used . Once the continuous negative roll s

were developed at the Oregon National Guard facility, they were sen t

to the Geography Department at Oregon State University for assessmen t

as to image quality and adequacy of coverage . Table 4 summarizes th e

aerial photography acquired before and during the project period .

Examination of the six complete maps reveals that the study are a

at no time received complete air photo coverage . This was princi-

pally because : (1) the flights were flown at low altitudes thus ne-

cessitating the generation of a vast number of negatives to provid e

even minimal coverage of the study area ; (2) the limited amount o f

flight time available for the over-flight ; and (3) the occassiona l

occurrence of adverse weather conditions or mechanical malfunction o f

the equipment . In addition to the problems associated with obtainin g

adequate air photo coverage, the quality of the acquired air photo s

were also found to suffer from tonal variations and processing incon-

sistencies . The photos taken on 13 October 1981 provided the basi s

for the first interpretative map of the study area .

Stereophoto Interpretation

The imagery was interpreted stereoscopically utilizing a

Dietzgen mirror stereoscope . Binocular lens of 3x magnificatio n
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Table 4 . Summary of Air Photo Acquisitio n

(Source : Oregon Army National Guard and Dr . Charles L . Rosenfeld, OSU )

Date

	

Scale

	

Film Type

	

Areal Coverage

6/30/80 1 :20,000 B/W Spirit Lake to South Fork Toutl e
River junction

	

(initial conditions )
10/30/80 1 :20,000 B/W North Fork Toutle River
11/5/80 1 :20,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River down to

retention dam
12/30/80 1 :10,000 B/W Retention dam site after breachin g

N.F . Toutle River to S .F . Toutl e
Riverjunction (effects of Winter

'80-'81 storms )
9/9/81 1 :16,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River down t o

retention dam
9/21/81 Variable Color Hand-held slides of various N .F .

Toutle River site s
*10/13/81 1 :20,000 B/W N .F . Toutle River
11/4/81 1 :20,000 B/W N .F . Toutle River (camer a

malfunction )
*11/24/81 1 :20,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River/Coldwate r

Lake to retention dam
11/27/81 1 :14,000 B/W Spirit Lake to Coldwater Lak e
*12/11/81 1 :10,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River ; retention

dam to Mount St . Helens
*12/16/81 1 :20,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River ; retentio n

dam to Spirit Lake ; Spirit Lake to
Mount St . Helens

*2/6/81 1 :20,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River ; retentio n

dam to Spirit Lake ; Spirit Lake to
Mount St . Helens

*3/5/82 1 :18,925 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River ; retentio n
dam to Spirit Lake ; Spirit Lake to

Mount St . Helens
3/18/82 1 :9,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River ; retentio n

dam to Spirit Lake ; Spirit Lake to
Mount St . Helens

3/18/82 1 :19,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River ; retention
dam to Spirit Lake ; Spirit Lake to

Mount St .Helens
3/23/82 1 :9,550 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Castl e

Lake to retention dam
4/7/82 1 :9,800 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Spiri t

Lake to retention dam
5/1/82 1 :9,570 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Spiri t

Lake to retention dam
8/17/82 -- B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Spiri t

Lake to retention dam
*10/13/82 1 :10,000 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Spiri t

Lake to retention dam
12/10/82 B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Spiri t

Lake to retention dam

12/30/82 - B/W Upper N .F . Toutle River from Spiri t
Lake to retention dam

* Imagery data used in producing an interpretative map .
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ensured definitive coverage of subtle relief differences . Omnichrome

colored pencils were used to differentiate the various categorie s

listed in 'the map legend .

Identification of the various features was faciliated by ob-

serving recognizable similarities and differences as they appeared o n

the imagery . The clues used in the development of mental signatur e

keys associated with each category was based upon the characteristic s

of size, shape, shadow ; tone (or color), texture ; and pattern (Bowden

and Pruitt, 1975) . Ground truthing experience acquired by the inter-

preter contributed significantly to the accurracy and ease of featur e

determinations . The addition of stereoscopic vision also made mos t

features easier to recognize and differentiate . Once the feature s

were identified ; a colored point or line symbol was placed-directly

onto a positive print of the imagery . When the interpretative phase

was complete, the information was then transferred to a base ma p

overlay utilizing a zoom transfer scope .

Photo Transfer and Registry

Because the base map and photographs used in this project wer e

of different scales (map 1 :24,000 ; imagery 1 :10,000-1 :20,000) ,

transfer of the interpreted information from the photographs to th e

base map was facilitated by employing a Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfe r

Scope. This instrument can be used to optically superimpose a view

of an image with that of a map . By using a 4x map lens and adjustin g

the magnification of the two views,' the image scale was matched t o

the scale of the base map .

Difficulties in matching the image and map arose in those sit-

uations where significanPvertical relief differences occurred ove r

short horizontal distances . In these situations, the image had to b e
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constantly adjusted to match the contours appearing on the bas e

map . An additional problem in transferring the interpreted informa-

tion occurred where there were few contour lines available on th e

base map for reference purposes . Contour lines and other topographi c

map symbols were constantly used in the transfer step for the purpos e

of orientation and precise matching of the image with the base map .

However, numerous modifications to the terrain configuration hav e

taken place since 1980 when the topographic base map was photogram-

metrically produced . In those situations where significant landform

changes had occurred, or where the existing map contours were widel y

spaced indicating gentle slopes lacking in depressions, hills, an d

streams ; matching the image to the map become a more difficult an d

time consuming task . Finally, difficulties encountered in the trans-

fer step were compounded whenever the aircraft changed altitude, o r

under clear air turbulence situations, the aircraft pitched, yawed ,

or rolled during the photo run .

Prior to transferring the interpreted information, a blank myla r

sheet was registered to a mylar positive of the mosaicked base map .

Onto this blank mylar sheet ; a 6H pencil was used to accurately lo-

cate and match the colored interpreted symbols derived from the ai r

photo interpretation step . To the degree possible ; the exact spatia l

distribution of each feature (e .g . ; the extent of surface wate r

flowing in the floodplain), was transferred onto the base map over -

lay . Once the penciled overlay separate was completed, the trans-

ferred information was then registered to the base map negative fo r

final cartographic editing and inking .

Map Reproduction and Distributio n

After the interpretative map separate was inked ; the variou s

negative and positive separates were taken to the CH 2M-Hil l
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Reproduction Center where a final composite mylar positive map wa s

produced . Sub-contracting was necessary because of the large dimen-

sional size of the base map (122 x 70 cm ; 48 x 28 in) . Numerous time

delays were encountered at this step of the project because o f

scheduling problems at the sub-contractor facility .

When the composite map was returned, multiple ozlid copies wer e

produced . Several copies, including the original, were retained i n

the OSU Geography Department as part of the project's archiva l

collection . The balance of the reproduced copies were sent to th e

Oregon Water Resources Research Institute (WRRI) . From there th e

completed map was distributed to cooperators and other intereste d

parties .

Initial Mailings and Questionnair e

During the planning and organizational phase of this project ,

numerous federal, state, and private agencies and institutions wer e

contacted concerning their respective interest in receiving the map-

ped products from this project ; a chronology of maps specificall y

designed to depict the hydrologic changes occurring on the uppe r

North Fork Toutle River debris avalanche . In December 1981, a

questionnaire form was prepared and mailed out with the first com-

pleted map product dated 13 October 1981 . Interested agencies an d

persons who responded to the questionnaire were placed on a mailin g

distribution list . This phase of the project was coordinated unde r

the auspices of Dr . Peter C . Klingeman, director of the Oregon Water

Resources Research Institute . A complete list of those agenices an d

persons who have received one or all of the completed maps appears i n

Appendix II .
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Suggested Improvements from User s

Since the initiation of this project, numerous general comment s

and suggestions have been received concerning : (1) the hydro-morpho-

logic features being interpreted ; (2) the presentation of interpreta-

tive data on the base map ; and (3) recommendations for cartographi c

improvements . These various observations and comments were sen t

either directly to the principal investigators or were received indi-

rectly through the WRRI office .

Examination of the interpretative maps (Appendix I) will dis-

close that a significant number of changes and improvements in th e

map products have occurred subsequent to the completion of the firs t

map . Of the many substantive changes that have been implemented

during the course of this project, the greatest number of change s

were associated with the production of the 11 and 16 December 198 1

map -- the direct result of user feedback . The following listed

changes and improvements to the map products, for example, were re-

ceived in time to be incorporated into the December 1981 map :

A new title, at a larger letter point size, that more ac-
curately defined the study area .
Incorporation of geographic coordinate reference system s
(i .e ., township/range and latitude/longitude ticks) .
A new bar scale and correction of the contour interva l
(i .e ., 40 feet) .
Inclusion of a north arrow .
Expansion of the legend to include : "Study area boundary, "
and "Limit of air photo coverage . "
The addition of two new categories to the legend :
"Springs" and "Snow cover boundary ." Note : Because of
time limitations required in completing the map products ,
the "Snow cover boundary" category was dropped from sub-
sequent maps .
Inclusion of several named landform features for orienta-
tion purposes ; i .e ., Retainment Dam, Coldwater Lake, Castl e
Lake, Spirit Lake, and Mt . St . Helens .

(7)
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In addition to these noted changes and improvements to the ma p

products, several other modifications were instituted during th e

course of the project . For example, rather than using a zip-a-ton e

pattern to denote terraces (which did not reproduce satisfactorily) ,

later maps were produced using stippled dot points to delineate thes e

landform features . An "M" was added to those areas of mass movemen t

occurrence that were too small or narrow for inclusion of the mas s

movement symbol . The symbol "U" was added to the February 1982 ma p

to indicate the location of major escarpments and/or waterfalls . The

purpose of this symbol was to indicate the headward migration o f

knickpoints over time .

When specific requests or recommendations were received con-

cerning the interpretation of features, these were also incorporate d

into the project framework whenever feasible . For example, the U .S .

Geological Survey requested that, if possible, they would like to se e

greater emphasis placed on identifying the location of all channe l

terraces and mass movements . Beginning in February 1982 these map s

thus reflect an increased emphasis on interpreting the spatial dis-

tribution of all terraces, and of active and recently active mas s

movement events . Because of limitations imposed by the mapping scal e

(1 :24,000), no attempt was made to differentiate the type or relativ e

height of terraces, nor to distinguish amongst the various mass move-

ment types occurring within the study area, such as streambank fail-

ures and slump/earthflow occurrences .
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4 . MAJOR OBSERVATIONS OF DRAINAGE NETWORK EVOLUTION

The massive pyroclastic, debris avalanche, and mudflow deposits

which inundated the upper North Fork Toutle River valley on 18 May

1980 remains extremely unstable . The entire study area is indicativ e

of a hydro-morphologic assemblage of features and processes in dis-

equilibrium . Runoff from rainfall and snowmelt is the continuin g

agent responsible for the rapid alterations in the surface drainag e

network . Extensive areas of the watershed are experiencing stream -

bank erosion, channel shifting, or alternating degradation/aggrada-

tion processes . The river course through the debris deposits remain s

extensively braided . Individual channel braids shift rapidly an d

continuously, converging and diverging, as the drainage networ k

continues to evolve . The erosion, transport, and deposition of sedi-

ment in the study area thus reflects the dynamic character of the

hydrologic and geomorphic processes operating to readjust the presen t

landform configuration back to the pre-eruption equilibrium balanc e

between slope gradient, volume and velocity of flow, and sediment

load .

This section will explore and generate selected observations of

these rapidly changing physical conditions . Thus far, only limited

quantitative analyses have been performed . The basis for these ob-

servations will be predicated primarily upon qualitative, subjectiv e

assessments of the hydro-morphologic characteristics as derived fro m

remote sensing analysis techniques and as cartographically repre-

sented on the completed maps . Interspersed throughout these discus-

sions will be background information collected and generally assesse d

by field crews of the U .S . Geological Survey (USGS) . It is left to

the users of these products to cull the various environmental para-

meters that await further elaboration and detailed examination .

The following two sub-sections have been organized to provid e

summary descriptions and observations of the products derived fro m

this project . The first section briefly abstracts each of the com -
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pleted interpretative map products with regard to drainage networ k

evolution . The six completed maps in Appendix I have been photo -

graphically reduced from their original 1 :24,000 map scale down t o

1 :72,000 for inclusion in this report . The second section focuses o n

a particular set of hydro-morphologic processes as observed and char-

acterized from several selected reaches of the study area . Because

these two sections have been written independently of the other, som e

redundancy in the observational comments will be noted .

Discussion of the Interpretative Map Product s

13 October 198 1

The first map in this interpretative map series revealed th e

general spatial relationship (or status) of hydro-morphologic fea-

tures and set the stage for future comparative asessments . Althoug h

a few small runoff events had occurred prior to the air photo acqui-

sition flight, most developed tributary streams were not flowing wit h

water . The map indicates a propensity toward inactive or intermit -

tent stream channels . The density of channels is considered to b e

low. Active or perennial stream channels were principally confined

to the main stem of the North Fork Toutle River, or to tributar y

streams emanating from the larger lakes . The cartographic line-wor k

for active channels indicates the linear distribution, and to th e

degree possible, the actual areal coverage of the braiding rive r

system . Within the floodplain, the location of observable terrace s

were primarily limited to those of large areal extent, and/or heigh t

(greater than 1 m; 3 ft) above the active channel floor .

The physical conditions and geographical expanse of Spirit ,

Coldwater, and Castle Lakes were not available from the imagery .
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Only partial coverage of Jackson Lake and the retention reservoir s

are indicated . This map clearly illustrates that certain areas ,

primarily because of the lithologic composition and structure of th e

debris avalanche deposits, have a high concentration of lakes an d

ponds present . One such area, for example, is located south of El k

Rock and northwest of Jackson Lake . These areas are characterized by

their general lack of integrated drainage systems and a proclivit y

towards closed depressions .

Note the highly braided pattern of the river immediately up -

stream from the retention dam structure . As of October 1981, th e

southern half of the reservoir/sediment storage area has been par-

tially filled with sediment and debris . Suspended sediment (an d

bedload during peak discharge events) is either cascading directl y

over the spillway or is in-filling the balance of the southern reser-

voir via a delta-shaped alluvial fan feature . Based upon cross-sec-

tional transects conducted by the USGS, the location of the retention

dam structure(s), represents both in terms of time and space, th e

transition zone between aggradation which is generally taking plac e

upriver, and degradation or scouring which is generally taking plac e

downriver .

24 November 198 1

The large-scale imagery acquired on 24 November 1981 provide d

coverage for only the western half of the study area . Two flight

lines were flown . One flight line was generally centered on th e

south to southwestern half of the valley, while the second covere d

the north to northeastern half . There was sufficient overlap t o

maintain continuous coverage except near the retention dam structures

where the flightlines diverged .
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One of the most notable differences between the October an d

November maps is the change in the amount of discharge flowing in th e

North Fork Toutle River floodplain . In some stretches of the rive r

there is a nearly continuous flood of water situated within the nar-

row confines of the evolving floodplain . Hundreds of temporary ,

continuously changing islands are located throughout the braided

river reach . Another major change is the location of the main stem

of the river near Jackson Lake . Sometime between 13 October and 2 4

November 1981, the principal channel flow shifted from the north side

of the valley to the south side . Input from the north channel ,

nevertheless, appears to have remained significant in terms of rat e

of flow (cfs) . Other changes that are evident with regard to movin g

water include : the change from a preponderance of intermittent dry

channels to those with water flow ; a slight widening of the flood -

plains especially along the outside bend where the river change s

direction--a direct result of riverbank undercutting and corres-

ponding bank failures ; and the apparent reduction of previously iden-

tified terraces or the existence of new terraces where none had pre-

viously been present in October . Careful examination and comparativ e

analyses will also reveal that there are evidences of stream capture ,

and 180 degree changes in stream course direction within the debri s

avalanche and mudflow deposits .

No less dramatic are the numerous changes that have taken plac e

with regard to standing water bodies . Not only has the total numbe r

of lakes and ponds increased, but their size or areal extent whe n

compared to the October map has generally increased as well . A not -

able exception to this trend is the reduction in total water volume

temporarily being stored behind the southern retention da m

structure . Sediment input and changes in channel flow direction ha s

significantly altered the reservoir storage area . The direction o f

sediment input is toward the northwest . Each new discharge puls e

contributes to the sediment buildup and the corresponding loss o f

surface water storage . The northern dam structure and reservoir, no t
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directly associated with the main river flow, appears to be littl e

altered due to sediment input and peak discharge flow events .

The linear, NW-SE oriented feature appearing in (Sec . 33, T10N ,

R3E) is' part of a diversion channel ditch that was also constructe d

by the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers . Its purpose was to divert water

into the northern reservoir system during periods of peak discharg e

storm events . All of these various identifiable changes, the direc t

and immediate result of runoff from the first winter storms of 1981 -

82, were just a prelude to the diverse variety of alterations tha t

were to occur within the next few months .

11 & 16 December 198 1

The December map introduced a number of observable modification s

to the basic design of the map, as well as the addition of new inter-

pretation categories . Most of these improvements were discussed

earlier in this report . In order to produce a map with nearly com-

plete coverage of the entire designated study area, imagery from tw o

separate flights were combined . As the footnote on the map indi-

cates, interpretation of surface hydro-morphologic features was base d

principally on imagery acquired on 16 December 1981 . The 11 December

1981 imagery was incorporated into the final map in order to provid e

supplemental coverage of areas that were not covered by the later ,

larger-scale imagery . For the first time, complete coverage was mad e

not only of Spirit Lake, Coldwater Lake, and Castle Lake, but of th e

retention dam storage areas as well .

The runoff effects of the early winter storms are clearly evi-

dent on this map . The discharge volume of the North Fork Toutl e

River is slightly less than was indicated on the 24 November 198 1

map, but the spatial pattern still indicates a rather high discharg e

flow rate . At the time of imagery acquisiton, snow blanketed much of
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the land surface . The elevation of the lower snow cover boundary wa s

approximately ' 670 m (2,200 ft) . Only the lower western half of th e

study area was snow free . Changes in climatic conditions were re-

flected in the slight variation of snow cover when the two imager y

dates were compared . These observable differences suggest that ther e

may have been increased runoff due to rain on snow or snowmelt when a

warm air mass moved into the region within the five day span of tim e

between imagery flights . It should be pointed out that th e

triangular-shaped area between Mount St . Helens, Spirit Lake, an d

Castle Lake does not accurately represent the actual number o f

inactive channels present . Depth of snow cover at this highe r

elevation precluded a complete identification of smaller channels .

Thus, only the larger, deeper channels not buried by snow and hidde n

from view were mapped .

The eastern half of the December map has several interestin g

features of note . First, South Coldwater Creek provided a super b

example of a braided channel network . The exact location of these

channel flow lines was enhanced by the contrast provided by the sno w

cover (Fig . 3) . Second, an imaginary line between Coldwater an d

Castle Lakes marks the approximate location of where the groundwate r

from the upper debris avalanche intersects the land surface . Here ,

numerous stream channels within a short drop in elevation and slop e

gradient show a transition from dry channel beds to streams wit h

flowing water . Third, on no other map was the number of positivel y

identifiable springs more prolfic . Case in point are the man y

springs located on the north side of Johnston Ridge . Again, inter-

pretation of these features was greatly aided by the presence of sno w

on the ground . Fourth, the spatial distribution and areal ' extent of

the primary and secondary lakes located within the study area ar e

clearly defined for the first time . Future analyses associated with

the changes in lake levels (e .g ., Spirit Lake) and the presence or

absence of lakes and ponds makes this map particularly important whe n

compared and contrasted with later interpretative maps in this ser-

ies . Note the second major dominance area for lakes and ponds immed -
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Figure 3 .

	

An example of stream braiding in the lower Sout h
Coldwater Creek watershed . This aggrading stream reac h
exhibits the characteristics typical of a braided stream
network in which hundreds of channel links divide, sub -
divide, and reunite repeatedly . The snow cover serve s
to enhance the myriad of anastomosing_channels .
Coldwater Lake is the dark feature at the top of th e
photo . The photo date is 11 December 1981 (Oregon Army _
National Guard) .
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iately south-southwest of Coldwater Lake (S1/2, Sec . 2 and N1/2, Sec .

11, T9N, R4E) .

By the time the imagery for this map was flown, the U .S . Army

Corps of Engineers had completed the dredging of overflow escap e

channels for Coldwater and Castle Lakes . The purpose of these ne w

channels was to prevent the disasterous downstream flooding tha t

would result if the collapse of these natural debris dams were t o

take place due to over-topping of the blockage areas .

Included among the most interesting of the hydro-morphologi c

features located in the western half of the map is : (1) the large

braided reach of the river situated northeast of Jackson Lake ; and

(2) the retention dam area . The braided reach of the river reveal s

the spatial configuration of the bifurcation taking place to the mai n

river channel flow . Once the river enters the area, which i s

characterized by an increased slope gradient and the lack of channel -

bounding escarpments, the water flow fans out over a large, generall y

unobstructed planar terrain surface . By this date, the bulk of the

braided river flow had shifted southward in response to sedimen t

deposition patterns . This is a prime example of sediment bein g

placed into temporary in-channel and near-channel storage rather tha n

immediately being flushed through the river system . Further

elucidation of this unique area will be made later in this chapter o f

the report .

As of mid-December, there is still little observable alteration s

to the general character of the north reservoir . The south reser-

voir, however, has continued to evolve hydro-morphologically . Sedi-

ment has completely filled the storage area behind the south da m

structure . The main channel has become more confined and les s

braided . This may be due in part to the lower volume of discharg e

taking place at this particular time . A small off-shoot from th e

main channel has recently breached the road/levee that had separated

the two reservoir systems, and now water and entrained sediment i s
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beginning to enter the northern reservoir storage area ; an ominou s

sign of events to come .

06 February 198 2

A map for January was unobtainable due to adverse weather condi -

tions that prevailed throughout the month, and to mechanical diffi-

culties with the aircraft . During the interim between maps, the

Mount St . Helens region experienced an almost continuous series o f

storm events . Rainfall and snowfall, relatively warm and cold tem-

peratures alternated throughout much of the study area ; especially i n

the transitional middle section near Coldwater and Castle Lakes .

Between January 22 and 24, a warm front from off the Pacific produced

the largest discharge peaks since the debris deposits were implace d

within the North Fork Toutle River valley. Although the precipita-

tion that fell was only in the range of 85 to 126 mm (3 .3 to 5 .0 in) ,

runoff was augmented by high antecedent moisture conditions and snow-

melt . This two-month period can be characterized as experiencin g

persistently high stream discharge rates and rapid, but localized ,

changes in channel geometry .

Single, rather than multiple, large-scale flight lines resulted

in their being no aerial coverage of the Spirit Lake area . Further

down-valley, cross-flight lines allowed for the interpretation of th e

outlet points of Coldwater and Castle Lakes . The highly braided

nature that had so characterized South Coldwater Creek in December

has been significantly transformed . Rather than hundreds of smal l

diverging and converging channels, only a few interconnecting strea m

links remain . Of particular note in this area is the classic delt a

feature that was observed to be developing where South Coldwate r

Creek empties into Coldwater Lake .
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Areas experiencing recent mass movement occurrences are substan -

tially greater than had previously been observed and mapped . Th e

most prominent type of mass movement is steambank erosion due to th e

lateral expansive growth of the floodplains, and large areas of in -

stability characterized by saturated, slow-to-rapid moving debri s

flows or slump/earth flows .

Throughout the study area, the total length and density of

streams and gullies has increased significantly when compared to th e

previous maps . The runoff experienced in the past two months ha s

contributed not only to the headward migration of knickpoints an d

amphitheater-shaped head scarps of established channels, but to th e

continuing evolution of new channels produced principally from pro-

cesses involving fluvial erosion .

Despite the frequent occurrence of runoff pulses through th e

established drainage system, only a few alterations have occurre d

with regard to the retention dam area since mid-December . First, the

floodplain immediately up-river from the south dam spillway has

widened . Second, the north flowing splinter from the main stem wa s

not observed to be discharging into the northern reservoir . Rather ,

the secondary stream was looping backward along the south dam face .

Finally, the braided river pattern continues to persist in the sedi-

ment-filled south reservoir storage area .

05 March 1982

This map illustrates the most dramatic and significant changes

that have yet occurred with regard to the spatial character and evo -

lutionary development of the hydro-morphologic features in the stud y

area . The north retention dam was breached, numerous lake and pon d

breakouts coincided with periods of peak discharge, areas of recen t
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mass movement occurrences increased significantly, and the main stem

of the North Fork Toutle River spilled out of its normally confined

floodplain channel in several locations . As a direct result of thes e

multiple transformations, large areas of the study area have lost

their primary chaotic, hummocky microtopography appearance, and hav e

acquired a physiographic character similar to those of maturely inte -

grated arid and semi-arid landscapes that are devoid of vegetativ e

cover .

A series of major storms began on February 13 and culminated o n

February 20 . Instantaneous peak discharges exceeded the previou s

high recorded on January 24 . Similar to the January weather pattern ,

but of greater intensity and longer duration, discharges during th e

February series of winter storms were produced by a combination of

rainfall and snowmelt . The March map reflects, in part, thes e

continued high discharge rates .

The filling and breaching of lakes and ponds on or adjacent t o

the hummocky debris deposits continued to be a major process in th e

development of a more integrated drainage network . The lake and pond

breakouts appear to occur mostly during or immediately following

periods of high discharge . The USGS suggests that the two largest

breakouts occurred on the recession from the February 13 flood an d

during the peak stage of the February 20 flood . These breakout s

occurred from ponds along the northern margin of the debris avalanch e

deposit (compare the February and March maps, Sec . 12-13, T9N, R4E) ,

and from Jackson Lake . The ponds were probably breached by the rapi d

headward migration of streams and gullies . Piping may also have been

a contributing factor . Jackson Lake was inundated by the main flo w

of the river as the blockage material impounding the lake was remove d

by repeated and concentrated bank failures . After the peak surge ,

the river once again retreated to its former channel course leavin g

behind tons of sediment in the former lake bottom .
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The March map reveals that channel aggradation and extensive

areas of bank erosion occurred during and after the series of lat e

February storm events . The braided area north of Jackson Lak e

continues to indicate a dominance towards aggradation processes . Es-

carpments bordering the major channels appear to be persisting i n

their progressive retreat primarily through the erosional processes

of slumping collapse, followed by saturated flowage of th e

materials . In some tributary channels, mudflows were generated that

may have moved downslope as hyperconcentrated, channelized stream

flows . These processes are indicative of the large areas of frequent

and persistent mass movement occurrences that are indicated on thi s

map .

Channel modifications immediately down-valley from the Elk Roc k

narrows reached levels that caused perhaps as much as 30-50 percent

of the flow in the North Fork Toutle River to spill out of its norma l

channel bed and into a gully network that had been a tributary t o

Bear Creek . This deflection of the river flow to the north, left i n

its wake a wide gully floodplain and numerous standing terraces .

Prior to this flood surge, Bear Creek and Hoffstadt Creek ha d

been the principal sources for water draining into the north reser-

voir storage area . When the flood discharge entered the north reser-

voir, the sudden surge exceeded the design capacity of the north da m

spillway resulting in its failure during the afternoon of Februar y

20 . Water and water-saturated fine sediment from the reservoir stor-

age area rapidly swept through the spillway breach . The sediment

stored behind the dam probably experienced some liquefaction movemen t

as well as a series of headward-working slump-flows . Much of thi s

displaced material was readily incorporated into the stream flow an d

transported further downstream .

The morphological features observable on the March map reflec t

the aftermath of these hydrologically-induced series of events . For

example, the north reservoir has been completely drained of it s
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standing surface water, numerous gullies and terraces are present i n

the storage area where previsouly there had been none, and a tribu-

tary stream network from the main stem of the river once again drain s

into the north sediment storage area and out through the north da m

spillway . A more detailed discussion of these radical events i s

covered later in this section of the report .

13 October 198 2

The last interpretative map in this project series is also th e

most definitive . Unincumbered by snow cover, cloud cover, an d

inpenetrable dark shadows, the October 1982 map represents the mos t

accurate and detailed evaluation to date . Every effort was made t o

stretch to the limits ; the restraints imposed by the imagery and ma p

scales . The most regrettable factor regarding this map was the lack

of aerial coverage for the Coldwater Lake outlet area .

Comparative analysis with the previously completed maps indi-

cates that there is a preponderance of inactive channels disperse d

throughout the area . This is especially the case in the region lyin g

between Mount St . Helens and Spirit Lake . Even the main stems of th e

North Fork Toutle River reflect the lower flow rates that have per-

sisted from late spring and on through the summer months . Except

where groundwater seepage or springs intersect the land surface ; most

low order tributary streams have probably received little or n o

runoff since May . One notable change during the summer months ha s

been the switch from aggradation to degradation processes in th e

braided reach of the river . During the interim between the March and

October 1982 maps, the river has gradually become incised into pre-

vious deposits of alluvium, debris avalanche and pyroclastic flo w

material . Although the amount of precipitation input has been slight

immediately prior to the imagery acquisition date, there remain larg e

areas of recently active or potentially active mass movements .
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In the Spirit Lake area, numerous changes can be discerned .

Comparison of the December 1981 and October 1982 maps reveals a sub-

stantial difference in the surface elevation of Spirit Lake . Many

acres of former shoreline have been inundated as the lake continue s

to rise in reponse runoff . Along the western border of the lake, a

drainage ditch constructed by -the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers i s

nearing completion . From a nearby pumping station, water will b e

released into this controlled aquaduct in an effort to maintain or t o

at least slow the rate of lake level rise .

At the opposite end of the study area, the breached condition s

of the retention dams no longer allow them to serve as sedimen t

sinks . Examination of the map shows that the south retention dam

structure has been breached near the southern end . An alluvial fan

feature has developed west of the breach . During high flow condi-

tions, excess runoff is now contributing to the total Deer Cree k

discharge rates . The depositional pattern of the feature would indi-

cate that it is moving westward with each new peak flow event . The

river channel behind the south dam is now partially incised as th e

river continues to cut down through the dam structure removing store d

sediment in the process . The south dam has now been partially burie d

on the down-flow side with sediment accumulations that overtopped th e

structure . The braided area behind the former south reservoir are a

has increased in areal extent . Erosion in the braided area has bee n

taking place in the north and northeast quadrants ; especially where

the floodplain abuts the construction access road .
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Discussion of Drainage Network Evolutio n
in Selected Reaches of the Study Are a

Hydro-Morphologic Changes at the Sediment Retention Dam Sit e

During the summer and early fall of 1980, the U .S . Army Corps of

Engineers constructed two adjacent sediment/debris retention struc-

tures across the North Fork Toutle River valley (designated DRS N-1) .

The dams are located between the distal end of the mudflow/debri s

avalanche deposits and Camp Baker . The purpose of these structure s

was to retain a large quantity of sediment and erosional debris clos e

to the mountain in order to lessen the immediate effects and problem s

associated with excessive sediment deposition further down-river . By

late December 1980 (less than three months after completion), th e

southern storage area had been filled with approximately 8 x 10 6 m3

of sediment and debris (Lehre, Collins, and Dunne, 1981, p . 222) .

During peak runoff conditions, sediment was being transporte d

directly through the south spillway . The following sequence of map s

chronicles the rapid changes that transpired in this particular reac h

of the river during the 1981-82 water year, including : channel

characteristics associated with aggradational processes ; the February

1982 failure of the north dam spillway ; and accelerated erosion

resulting from multiple breaches in the dam structures . Due to

limited air photo coverage, the 13 October 1981 map (Fig . 4) include s

an interpretation of only the southern half of the retention da m

site . Sediment deposits have partially filled the designated storage

area . Suspended sediment and bedload is cascading unimpeded over the

spillway .

A braided river pattern with anastomosing channels characteriz e

the surface of the storage area . Off-shoots from the main stem of

the river are in the process of filling in the northwest quadrant o f
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Figure 4 .

	

Physical appearance of the retention dam area o n

13 October 1981 .
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the storage area and thereby reducing the remaining surface wate r

storage capacity . An alluvial fan-shaped feature is presen t

indicating that there is a change in the channel slope whic h

encourages deposition . The location of the access road and levee

situated between the north and south storage areas is also indicate d

on the map .

The 24 November 1981 map (Fig . 5) suggests an increase in th e

volume of river discharge since the preceding map date . The in-

creased discharge is in direct response to runoff from the firs t

rainfall producing storms of the fall season . The braided pattern o f

the river has extended headward approximately 275 m (900 ft) . The

direction of sediment input continues to be toward the northwes t

quadrant . Each new runoff pulse contributes to the buildup of

sediment and the corresponding loss of surface water storage .

Surface water storage behind the south dam structure has nearly bee n

eliminated . Except for a small gap between flightlines, the location

of both dam structures and relationship of their respective storag e

areas are shown for the first time . The 11 and 16 December 1981 map

(Fig . 6) shows the large reservoir situated behind the northern dam ,

while the southern dam where the main river flow is occurring, ha s

been completely filled in with sediiment . A small off-shoot branc h

from the main-stem of the river continues to flow in a northerl y

direction towards the northern reservoir . The road/levee separatin g

the two catchment areas has recently been breached . Small quantitie s

of discharge and sediment are entering the north reservoir at th e

breached point . The surface height of the north reservoir appears t o

have increased on the order of approximatley .5 to 1 m (1 .6 to 3 . 3

ft) . Note the change in the spatial distribution of terraces immedi-

ately west of the south spillway . Portions of the stored sedimen t

have been eroded away by the meandering river channel and transporte d

further down-river .

The 06 February 1982 map (Fig . 7) indicates that the width o f

the floodplain behind the south structure has increased to the nort h
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Figure 5 .

	

Physical appearance of the retention dam area on 2 4
November 1981 .
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Figure 6 .

	

Physical appearance of the retention dam area on 11 an d
16 December 1981 .
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Figure 7 .

	

Physical appearance of the retention dam area on 0 6

February 1982 .
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by approximately 45 m (150 ft) . This growth appears to be in re-

sponse to lateral erosion resulting from the growth and extension o f

in-channel sediment storage . The area of channel braiding extend s

across the entire breadth of the floodplain . The break between the

two storage areas has been plugged . The small north flowing branc h

of the river is now looping back along the south dam structure . An

area of temporary shallow, water storage south of the acces s

road/levee is also indicated on this map .

The most significant changes to the hydro-morphologic characte r

of this particular reach of the river valley are illustrated on th e

05 March 1982 map (Fig . 8) . The substantially altered configuratio n

of features are the direct result of : (1) peak discharge rates fol-

lowing a sustained period of precipitation in February 1982 ; and (2 )

major upriver channel changes . The north dam spillway failed on 2 0

February 1982 when a flood surge entered the north reservoir storag e

area from Bear and Hoffstadt Creeks . The flood surge originated west

of the Elk Rock area (SW1/4, Sec . 1, T9N, R3E) when the peak runoff

flow (perhaps as much as 30 to 50 percent of the total rive r

discharge) bifurcated northward into a developing gully system tha t

was a tributary to Bear Creek (Fig . 9, bottom) . The possibility of

such a sequence of events occurring was indicated as early as mid -

December 1981 when a small stream flow was shown originating at th e

flood-stage bifurcation point (Fig . 9, top) . The collapse of th e

north spillway resulted in the rapid drainage of the stored water an d

the initiation of a multiple series of interrelated erosiona l

processes . These associated processes probably included :

liquefaction movement of super-saturated fine to coarse graine d

sediments ; the occurrence of slump/earthflows resulting from th e

removal of toe-support as the ensuing erosional channel developed ;

and the clearly identifiable development of headward migrating gull y

systems . As the new channel continued to cut down through th e

spillway, distinctively large terraces were produced . Within the

main channnel, a knickpoint of considerable height is observe d
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Figure 8 .

	

Physical appearance of the retention dam area on 0 5
March 1982 .
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Figure 9 .

	

Location of the river bifurcation point west of El k
Rock . (Top) On the 06 February 1982 map a small off -
shoot stream from the main stem of the river is flowin g
towards Bear Creek . A similar relationship existed o n
the 11 and 16 December 1981 map . (Bottom) The 05 Marc h
1982 map illustrates the physical features that wer e
produced by the 20 February 1982 flood surge . Note the
numerous terraces located in the new floodplain . The
river has since returned to its former channel . There
is no longer any direct discharge into the Bear Cree k
system from this point, probably because of a rise i n
the floodplain levee .
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from the available imagery to be migrating headward through th e

former deposits of sediment and debris . Discharge from the main stem

of the river continues to flow towards and then through the nort h

spillway in response to the integration of the two sediment storag e

areas .

The last of the interpretative maps, dated 13 October 1982 (Fig .

10), indicates how the main river channels have changed during th e

spring and summer months . At the southern end of the south dam

structure the river is in the process of cutting a new channel an d

creating a shallow gradient alluvial fan . During high runoff per-

iods, part of the main stem of the North Fork Toutle River now flow s

into Deer Creek . This river course change can be expected to con-

tinue during the coming year . As a result of a steepened river slop e

gradient caused by rapid down cutting through dam structures, a con -

fining floodplain with steep embankments has been developing in bot h

the north and south sediment storage areas . The areal extent of

terraces has also increased during the summer low flow discharge per-

iod . This would suggest that the river, during the summer of 1982 ,

was experiencing a period of degradation . This stands in direct

contrast to the aggradation processes that dominated the are a

previously . A comparison of the sediment storage area immediatel y

behind the south dam reveals that from October 1981 to October 198 2

the width of the floodplain has increased from approximatley 275 m

(900 ft) to 800 m (2,640 ft) ; a nearly three-fold change in the

actual channel width .

An aerial view of the retention dam site on 13 October 1982 i s

provided in Figure 11 . The bright gray area indicates the spatia l

distribution of the sediment that had been previously deposited be -

hind the dam structures . The darker tones within the storage are a

indicates the presence of antecedent moisture below the surface o f

the active channels . If the current trends remain significantl y

unchanged, the river channel can be expected to continue its down -

cutting progression through the stored sediments during the course o f

the next several years .
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Figure 10 .

	

Physical appearance of the retention dam area on 1 3
October 1982 .
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Figure 11 .

	

Aerial view of the sediment retention dam area on 1 3
October 1982 . .Compare this photograph with the inter-
preted map presented in Figure 1 0 , (Oregon Army Nationa l
Guard) .
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Evolution of a Braided River Patter n

Of the numerous hydrologically formed or modified landform fea-

tures that exist in the study area, one of the most interesting i n

terms of its temporal and spatial evolution, is a particularly large

region characterized by an extensive braided river pattern . Th e

identified reach of the North Fork Toutle River is located 4 km (2 . 5

mi) west-southwest of Coldwater Lake and 1 .6 km (1 mi) northeast o f

Jackson Lake . This section of the valley floor has been predominate d

by a complex network of divergent and convergent river links sinc e

the late fall of 1981 . The braiding process begins at approximatel y

the upper limit of the thin, discontinuous mudflow deposits that li e

on the surface of debris avalanche material emplaced following the 1 8

May 1980 eruption of Mount St . Helens (Lipman and Mullineaux ,

1981) . The following series of map descriptions, chronicle through a

one year period, the spatial changes to the hydrologic regime tha t

occurred in response to rainfall and snowmelt runoff from the 1981 -

1982 storm events .

The 13 October 1981 map (Fig . 12) shows the main river channe l

is located on the north side of the valley . Only limited braiding of

the river is taking place . The interpreted features indicates

periods of alternating aggradation and degradation channel processes

modifying the terrain surface prior to the map date .

Degradation of the channel is limited to isolated occurrences o f

streambank erosion within the confines of the indentified flood -

plain . There are only a few terraces present along the margins o f

the floodplain . An intermittent stream network has evolved on th e

generally smooth terrain surface immediately south of the main river

channel . A break in the floodplain embankment is evident towards the

headward source of these streams . At this hydrologically identified

critical point, overflow and sediment deposition by the river have

occassionally coincided with periods of peak discharge conditions . A
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Figure 12 .

	

Physical appearance of the "braided reach" of the Nort h
Fork Toutle River on 13 October 1981 . Jackson Lake i s
located in the lower left hand corner of the map . The
natural break in the floodplain embankment is labele d
HA"
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major change in the course of the river occurred at this overflo w

point sometime between the map dates of 13 October and 24 Novembe r

1981 . The large body of standing water situated at the bottom of the

map is Jackson Lake . The impounded lake was formed as a result o f

debris avalanche material blocking the previous outlet point for th e

Jackson Creek drainage system .

The map dated 11 and 16 December 1891 (Fig . 13) illustrates th e

first full view of the hydrologic responses that took place withi n

this selected river reach following the initial series of fall stor m

events . Several distinctive characteristics associated with a

braided river network are clearly evident . The aggradation of sedi-

ment, transported into the area from upriver erosional sources, i s

the predominant hydrologic process . As a result of sediment and

bedload deposition, numerous anastamosing channels are diverging an d

converging throughout this significantly modified reach of the rive r

valley . The maximum width of braiding extends 480 m (1,575 ft )

across a new floodplain zone that is conspicuous in its lack o f

confining lateral embankments and terrace developments . At the upper

end of the mudflow deposit, the river network has generall y

bifurcated such that the greatest volume of total river discharge i s

flowing first towards and then along the southern half of the rive r

valley . At this time, the river has continued to maintain a sus-

tained flow through the northern channel as well .

The general character of the river flow suggests that the gentl y

sloping, and for the most part, non-hummocky terrain surface consist s

of loosely consolidated sediment that is heterogeneous an d

predominantly course-grained in size . The presence of a braide d

river pattern of this size would also indicate that the channel i s

experiencing a high gradient/discharge ratio and massive amounts o f

sediment influxes derived from upper watershed erosional activities .
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Figure 13 .

	

Physical appearance of the "braided reach" of the Nort h
Fork Toutle River on 11 and 16 December 1981 .
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The 05 March 1982 map (Fig . 14) further amplifies the dramati c

hydro-morphological changes that have been taking place within thi s

particular reach of the river . At the time of imagery acquisition ,

the river was experiencing a period of high discharge . Comparison

with the two previous maps reveals a significant number of modifica -

tions to the land surface configuration in direct response to a va-

riety of fluvial and associated mass wasting processes ; especially

from upriver erosional sources . Although the main channel continue s

to be dominated by braiding, and associated aggradational processes ,

the river channel is also beginning to degrade through the deposi-

tional material in the upper reaches of the braided area . Severa l

large terraces are emerging along the floodplain margins as a resul t

of this shift in process emphasis .

The river has moved laterally westward since December, reworking

new areas of previous mudflow deposits and creating new, intercon-

nected channels . The entire river system is becoming more integrate d

as the contributing streams and gullies develop their channels head -

ward . Downcutting by the river in the northeast quadrant of th e

braided area is resulting in the truncation of the previously west-

ward flowing branch of the river . Direct contribution to the north -

ern channel is now restricted to a single flow route from the mai n

stem of the braided river .

Most of the various channel modifications mentioned above ar e

effectively exemplified in Figure 15 . This photo is from the serie s

used in producing the 05 March 1982_ interpretative map . The bright

gray linear strands indicate the location of the flowing braide d

river . The gray tonal reflectance quality of the river is indicative 1

of high concentrations of suspended sediment . Subtle textural dif-

ferences in the upper right hand corner of the photo indicate th e

location of a large, emerging terrace and resulting truncated flo w

support to the north channel floodplain .
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Figure 14 .

	

Physical appearance of the "braided reach" of the Nort h
Fork Toutle River on 05 March 1982 .
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Figure 15 .

	

Aerial view of the "braided reach" of the North For k
Toutle River on 05 March 1982 . Compare this photograp h
with the interpreted map presented in Figure 14 (Orego n
Army National Guard) .
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An entrenched floodplain transecting the loosely-defined braide d

river area had emerged by 13 October 1982 (Fig . 16) . Apparently, the

period from March to October 1982 was characterized by a degrada-

tional dominance of the channel processes that was correlative wit h

reduced discharge rates . Although river braiding continues in th e

restricted confines of a reduced floodplain, secondary intermitten t

channels are now present where previously the braided river ha d

flowed over a wide expanse of the valley floor . There is no longer

any evidence of direct contribution to the northern channel from th e

main river stem . Several tiers of terrace levels occupy areas bot h

within and along the margins of the floodplain . Another notabl e

change that has taken place is with regard to the isolated hummoc k

islands consisting of irregular, blocky material . Most of these

disjunct landform features from the 18 May 1980 eruption have eithe r

been totally or partially buried with sediment accumulations, or hav e

experienced channel erosion processes that removed the upper mos t

portion of the hummock mound . These changes probably occurred

immediately after the completion of the previous map (i .e ., during

the period of March through May 1982) . Entrenching of th e

floodplain, in contrast, probably occurred during the months of Jun e

to October 1982 which corresponds to the period of lowest discharg e

during the water year .

Major Outbursts of Depression Ponds and Impounded Lake s

The massive debris avalanche which accompanied the 18 May 198 0

eruption transformed the upper North Fork Toutle River valley into a

barren landscape . The conversion from virgin forest to a pristine ,

non-vegetated terrain surface was almost instantaneous . The new

surface consisted largely of erratically distributed accumulations o f
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Figure 16 .

	

Physical appearance of the "braided reach" of the North

Fork Toutle River on 13 October 1982 .
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rock, ash, ice, snow, and other debris . Atop this immoderate an d

hummocky terrain surface hundreds of depressions were created . Many

of these closed depressions quickly filled with water during th e

succeeding months . Some water input was undoubtedly in direct

response to the melting of snow and glacial ice blocks that had bee n

entrained and rafted down from glaciers on the northern flank of th e

mountain . The two principal water producing sources for thes e

depression ponds, however, were from surface runoff and sub-surfac e

water flow as derived from rainfall and snowmelt events .

Surface runoff occurs whenever and wherever the surface infil-

tration capacity is exceeded . Numerous rills and gullies attest t o

occassional runoff flows into these closed depressional areas . Sub -

surface throughflow of water has contributed to the formation an d

maintenance of these ponds in those situations where the groundwate r

level intersects the basal area of the depression . Many of these

developed ponds are today classified as ephemeral ; seasonally going

dry during the low precipitation summer months . Those that are per-

ennial tend to have a large areal extent and/or a slower groundwate r

seepage rate . Areas which have a preponderance of depression pond s

are located within the Elk Rock narrows (N1/2, Sec . 7, T9N, R4E), and

southwest of Coldwater Lake (Sec . 2 and 11, T9N, R4E) .

Along the margins of the valley, numerous impounded lakes wer e

formed when tons of debris material blocked the lower reaches o f

tributary stream watersheds . The most notable of these impounde d

lakes were Spirit, Coldwater, Castle, and Jackson Lakes . Because of

their particular size (i .e ., the total volume of potential water

storage), and the possible catastrophic consequences to the lowe r

Toutle River valley from flooding should any of the impounding debri s

dams collapse, the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers in the summer of 198 0

embarked on a project designed to construct outlet channels throug h

the Coldwater and Castle Lake blockages . In stark contrast to th e

alterations performed on these two impounded lakes, Spirit Lak e

remains a closed watershed sink with no natural outlet point . Th e
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water level of Spirit Lake continues to rise despite the efforts b y

the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers to pump water from the lake . There

remains a very real and serious flooding threat from any of a numbe r

of possible triggering mechanisms, such as : blockage area collapse ;

headward migrating gully channnels ; erosion due to underground

piping ; or if left unchecked, to the eventual over-topping an d

resulting down-cutting through the restraining debris material .

Within this study area scenerio, several major and minor out -

bursts from depression ponds and impounded lakes have occurred suc h

that the fluvial dynamics of the evolving drainage networks have bee n

impacted and the rate of development accelerated . Most of these

ponds and lakes have been drained during periods of peak discharge ,

and have, therefore, gone unwitnessed and non-recorded . From these

interpretative maps, approximate occurrence dates can be assigned, a s

well as the probable cause deduced .

One of the most noteworthy and ultimately consequential event s

was the demise of Jackson Lake . Probably during the peak discharg e

period that occurred on 20 February 1982, the debris flow materia l

impounding the lake was eroded away . Emerging from the "braide d

reach" of the upper North Fork Toutle River valley, the coalescin g

channels of the river were directed southwesterly into the stee p

channel embankment that had separated the lake from the floodplain ; a

distance of approximately 73 m (240 ft) . Rapid streambank erosion ,

coupled with the equally rapid removal of eroded material, allowe d

the main flow of the river to penetrate through the blockage barrie r

and continue its southwesterly trajectory into the lake storag e

area . In response to this hydrologic flood surge, the lake drained

northwesterly to the main floodplain channel . This added volume o f

water was probably contributory to the downriver bifurcation int o

Bear and Hoffstadt Creeks which ultimatley resulted in the collasp e

of the north retention dam spillway . Within the former lake bottom ,

sediment was deposited during the recessional phase of the floo d

event, forming an alluvial fan feature in the process . The sediment
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accumulations had the effect of producing two smaller lakes withi n

the former extent of Jackson Lake . Figure 17 contrasts the landform

appearance changes that developed between the 06 February and 0 5

March 1982 mapping dates .

In contrast to the hydrologic events that occurred with regar d

to Jackson Lake, in most cases the random draining of depressio n

ponds and impounded lakes was in response to "capture" caused by th e

headward migrating network of gullies and streams . As the ch$anel s

eroded in-situ material and transported it away from the source area ,

the distance separating the stored water and the evolving channel s

was reduced . During high intensity or long duration storm events ,

the threshold limit between stability and collapse of the retainin g

debris structures was occassionally exceeded, thus producing outburs t

drainage of the stored water . Nowhere in the study area has thi s

progressional process been more evident than along the southwesterl y

flanks of Coldwater Ridge (S1/2, Sec . 12 and N1/2, Sec . 13, T9N ,

R4E) . A comparative analysis of the 11 and 16 December 1981 and the

05 March 1982 map (Fig . 18) indicates that by March 1982 most of th e

ponds and lakes in this area had been captured by the headwar d

migration of the rapidly evolving channel network . In the coming

months and years, ,the total area occupied by ponds and lakes wil l

continue to be reduced as these temporary landform features succum b

to a renewal of relative landform stability and the dynami c

equilibrium status between driving forces and resistance .

Shoreline Changes at Spirit Lak e

Because of its proximity to Mount St . Helens, and the northerly

direction taken by the lateral eruptive blast, Spirit Lake was th e

most severely impacted of the pre-eruptive lakes . A comparison of

the lake prior to and immediately after the eruption indicates tha t
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Figure 17 .

	

Jackson Lake before and after the outburst occurrence i n
February, 1982 . (Top) The areal extent and physica l
appearance of the lake on 06 February 1982 . (Bottom)
The physical appearance of the former lake area on 0 5
March 1982 following inundation by the North Fork Toutl e
River .
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Figure 18 .

	

Evolution of an area on the flanks of Coldwater Ridg e
due to the occurrence of outburst ponds and lakes .
(Top) Spatial distribution of depression ponds an d
impounded lakes on 11 and 16 December 1981 . (Bottom )
The same area on 05 March 1982 . Note the change in th e
headward migration of the stream and gully network .
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the lake rose in altitude, increased in areal extent, and decrease d

in depth . The initial 60 m (200 ft) rise in the lake level was due

in large measure to the blockage of the North Fork Toutle Rive r

outlet, runoff from melting snow on the volcano, and the partia l

filling of the lake with debris material (Dion and Embrey, 1981) .

Since Spirit Lake is now the low point in a closed watershed (loca l

base level), the lake level gradually but inexorably continues t o

rise in response to rainfall and snowmelt generated runoff .

The 11 and 16 December 1981 interpretative map (Fig . 19) indi-

cates that the elevation of Spirit Lake is approximately 1,047 m

(3,435 ft) . There are a couple of small rocky debris islands prese t

in the lake as well as several small peninsulas . Along the southwes t

shoreline (near the center of Sec . 15, T9N, R5E), the rising water s

of the lake have inundated several phreatic explosion craters . Two

small craters, partially filled with water, lie just beyond th e

shoreline of the lake . The drainage divide through the blockage are a

is located along the left hand margin of the map .

By 13 October 1982, the shape and character of Spirit Lake ha d

been significantly altered (Fig . 20) . In the 10 month period between

map dates, the elevation of the lake had risen 75 m (25 ft) t o

approximately 1,055 m (3,460 ft) . 1 The greatest increase in surfac e

area caused by the rising waters occurred along the west t o

southwestern front . Here, the shallow slope of the pumice plai n

allows for the most rapid expansion of the lake surface .

The islands that had been present in December 1981 were totall y

submerged by'October 1982 . The lone island appearing on the Octobe r

map is actually the remnant of the former peninsula that had bee n

jutting out into the lake . Several deltas built up by sedimen t

1 These elevation values are based on contour interpretations . The
exact elevation levels on these particular dates were unavailable .
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Figure 19 .

	

The location and spatial extent of the southwest portio n
of Spirit Lake on 11 and 16 December 1981 .
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Figure 20 .

	

The location and spatial extent of the southwest portio n
of Spirit Lake on 13 October 1982 .
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deposition derived from the mountain are also present . The input of

sediment, along with the occassional impacts from mudflows, contri-

buted to the upward displacement of the lake surface and the corres-

ponding increase in total shoreline . The major significance to thi s

changing shoreline, of course, lies with possible consequences th e

encroaching waters may have on the continued stability of the debri s

blockage area . By the time this report was in the first draft stage ,

in early 1983, the shoreline of the lake had advanced to the poin t

where the rising waters had inundated a portion of the access roa d

delineated on the October 1982 map .

In addition to the rapidly changing appearance of Spirit Lake ,

the contributory terrain surface that surrounds the lake has als o

been evolving . For example, when the December 1981 and the Octobe r

1982 map and photo (Fig . 21) are compared and contrasted the in -

creased density of perennial and, especially intermittent stream an d

gully channels, becomes quite evident . The photo and map product s

also serve to illustrate the general character of the hydro-morpho-

logic features that comprise the relatively flat pumice plain are a

and the hummocky, irregular surface configuration of the blockag e

area . These various terrain features, along with the fluvial and

geomorphic processes operating to modify their appearance, ar e

intimately intertwined with the evolutionary development of Spiri t

Lake .
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Figure 21 .

	

Aerial view of the southwest portion of Spirit Lake o n
13 October 1982 . Floating debris covers most of th e
lake surface indicating an easterly surface wind on thi s
particular date . The access road can be seen crossin g
the pumice plain diagonally towards the linear-shape d
drainage aqueduct constructed by the U .S . Army Corps of
Engineers . Compare this photo with the interpreted ma p
presented in Figure 20 (Oregon Army National Guard) .



5 . CONCLUSIONS

Channel changes along the main stem of the North Fork Toutl e

River defy generalization . Predicting the future appearance of thi s

particular terrain surface and its associated hydro-morphologic char-

acteristics has been extremely difficult . For example, up through

March 1982, the general character of the river system above th e

retention dams had been one of aggradation and widening of the flood -

plains . Since March 1982, degradational processes appear to b e

predominating with terraces occupying a significantly increase d

proportion of the established floodplain area . In addition to these

transformations, isolated parts of the study area have experience d

rapid alterations ranging from periods that are dominated by incisio n

and sediment removal, to the reoccurrence of depositional an d

channel-widening processes . River course changes within the

floodplains occur frequently--almost daily--with occasional majo r

shifts in the channel flow direction . Finally, the size of th e

actively eroding area that is contributary to downstream sedimen t

discharge, has increased through recent drainage integration events .

In short, if one were to attempt an assessment of the evolution -

ary character of this unique river and its tributary stream networ k

system, it would best be described as dominated by stochasti c

events . Prediction remains speculative because future weathe r

patterns are unknown, the occurrence of mass movement and lak e

outburst events tend to be widely dispersed throughout the uppe r

watershed, and our knowledge of the braiding process, and rates o f

bank erosion, channel development and drainage network extension i s

inadequate . A remote sensing based map series such as this one tha t

chronicles drainage network changes over time, coupled with detaile d

ground measurements of erosional and depositional processes, can hel p

provide the resource tools necessary to adequately predict futur e

events and the short-term evolutionary character of the developin g

landscape .
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The final impact of this project will not be fully realized fo r

several years to come, as it is currently providing the observationa l

basis for a number of other research projects . Among the on-goin g

research projects using these interpretations are attempts to recon-

struct a longitudinal profile of the North Toutle River fro m

dispersed field transects and relate these observed changes t o

features depicted on these maps . Researchers calculating the annua l

sediment volumes for the debris avalanche area are attempting t o

determine the specific processes responsible for sediment loss an d

the sources of the sediment by correlating the particle-siz e

distribution of sediment samples with mapped landform changes .

Additionally, these maps are being used to evaluate the growt h

relationship with time of the drainage network and runof f

contribution area in an effort to further our understanding of th e

taxonomy of rapid drainage network development .

As these projects, and a score of related ones, have direc t

bearing on the long-term erosion control and sediment managemen t

strategy decisions for the area, the Portland District of the U .S .

Army Corps of Engineers has provided follow-on funding for the con-

tinuation of this mapping program through the summer of 1984 .

The expected benefits range from specific observations of direc t

use to engineering works and applied projects of a short-term natur e

through long-term theoretical inferences gained by empirica l

measurement in the fields of hydrology and geomorphology . Thi s

project has provided an essential link between field measurement an d

existing theory, and has served to generate additional researc h

approaches .

The intent of any systematic observation program is to recor d

and represent change in a uniform manner which will be conducive t o

the determination of causal processes and the deviation of predicte d

behavior . This project has indeed met its goals and by its perfor-

mance has enabled researchers to achieve some unexpected benefits .
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APPENDIX I :

INTERPRETATIVE MAPS1

Map #

	

Date

13 October 1981

24 November 1981

11 and 16 December 198 1

06 February 1982

05 March 1982

13 October 1982

1 The following maps have been significantly
reduced . The original mapping scale wa s
1 :24,000 . The maps were reduced to a 1 :72,000 map
scale for inclusion in this report .
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2

3

4

5

6
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APPENDIX II :

LIST OF RECIPIENTS

I . Federal Agencies

A . U.S . Department of the Interior

1. U .S . Department of the Interior
Office of Water Research and Technology
Washington, D .C . 20404

Sonny Mohle r
Quentin Florey, .

Frank T . Carlson, Assistant Director-Researc h

2. U .S . Geological Survey
Water Resources Division
5400 MacArthur Blvd .
Vancouver, WA 98661

Richard J . Janda, Chie f
Dallas Childers
Holly Martinson
Dave Meyers
Thomas C . Pierson

3. U .S . Geological Survey
Water Resources Divisio n
P . O . Box 3202

Portland, OR 97208

Stanley F . Kapustka, Chief
Stuart W . McKenzi e

4. U .S . Geological Survey
220 N . 20th
Pasco, WA 98302

Phillip R. Bouche

B . U .S . Army Corps of Engineer s

1 . U .S . Army Corps of Engineers
Portland District
P . O . Box 2946
Portland, OR 97208

Col . Terence J . Connell, District Engineer
Robert Flanagan, Chief, Engineering Division

Ed Daugherty, Asst . Chief, Engineering Division

Adam J . Heineman, Chief, Navigation Divisio n

Jeffrey Bradley
Bruce H . Burch
Douglas Larson
Dave Simpson
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2. U .S . Army Corps of Engineers
USAED, North Pacific Divisio n
P . O . Box 2870
Portland, OR 97208

John G . Oliver

3. U .S . Army Corps of Engineers
North Pacific Divisio n
U .S . Custom Hous e
Portland, OR 97209

Major General R .M . Wells Division Engineer

4. U .S . Army Corps of Engineers
Waterways Experiment Statio n
P . O . Box 631
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180

William A . Thomas
B . J . Brown

C . U .S . Department of Agriculture

1. U .S . Forest Service
Gifford Pinchot National Fores t
500 West 12th St .
Vancouver, WA 98660

Paul Rea

2. U .S . Forest Service
Forest Sciences Laboratory

Oregon State University

Corvallis, OR 97331

Fred Swanso n
James Sedel l

3. U .S . Soil Conservation Service
511 N .W . Broadway

Portland , OR 97209
Frank Reckendorf

D . U .S . Department of Commerce

1 . U .S . Department of Commerce, NOAA

Northwest River Forecast Cente r

Rm . 121, .Custom Hous e
Portland, OR 97209

Vernon C . Bissell



II . Water Rescurce_s Research Institute s

A. Oregon

1 . Oregon Water Resources Research Institute
114 Covell Hal l
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331

Peter C . Klingeman, Directo r

B. Washington

1 . Washington Water Research Cente r
'Washington State University

Pullman, Washington . 99163

William H . Funk, Director
Christina Rockett

C. Idaho

1 . Idaho Water Resources Research Institute

University of Idah o
Room B-40, Janssen Engineering Bldg .

Moscow, Idaho 83843

Arthur Gittins, Acting Directo r

John Busc h

D. Montan a

1 . Montana University Joint Water Resources Research Cente r

Montana State University
207 Montana Hal l
Bozeman, Montana 9971 7

William A . Hunt, Interim Director

Howard Peavy

III . Universitie s

A . Oregon

1. Oregon State Universit y
Department of Geography .
Corvallis, OR 9733 1

Charles L . Rosenfel d
Gary L . Beach

2. Oregon State Universit y
Kerr Library
Corvallis, OR 97331
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B . Washington

1. University of Washingto n
Fisheries Research Institut e
Seattle, WA 9819 5

Douglas Marti n

2. University of Washingto n
Geological Sciences Departmen t
Seattle, WA 9819 5

Thomas Dunn e
Brian Collin s
Andre Lehre
Howard A . Coomb s

IV . Private

1. Burlington Northern Timberlan d
700 South Ave . W .
Missoula, Montana 59807

2. Channel 10

2828 S .W . Fron t
Portland, OR 97201

Judy Peek

3. SEA, Inc .
Toutle/Cowlitz Watershed Management Plan
P . O . Box 328
Kelso, WA 98626

H . Randy Sweet, Project Manager
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